Globe Pu blisher R eceives Lovej oy Award
—Bob Weinstein

''Ac cdi&tdbuiiy, Credibilityrand Respectibility "—
Davis Taylor , publisherof 'the Boston Globe and
the ' Lovejoy Award . recipient: (photo by J ohn Blazejewski)

Last Thursday night , Colby honored Davis
Taylor , publisher of the Boston Globe , at the
23rd Lovej oy Convocation . The Lovejoy Award
was established in 1952 to honor and preserve the
memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, a graduate of
Colb y in 1825. Lovejoy ran an abolitionist paper
and was killed in Alton , Illinois by an angry mob 1
while try ing to protect his printing press. He has since
been known as "the first martyr for freedom of
the press " in the United States. .
The award is given each year to an editor , report er
or publisher who has demonstrate d integrity, craftsmanshi p, character , intelli gence , and courage within the
field of journalism. The last two reci pients of the
Lovejoy award were Kathari ne Graham , chairman
of the Washington Post Board , and J ames Rcston ,
nationally syndicated columnist.
_ This year 's reci pient was Davis Taylor , publi sher
of the Boston Globe. President Stride r, in introdu cing
Mr. Tay lor , cited the Globe 's Pulitzer Prize winning
achievements in covering the Boston school busing .
situation of the past year.
The Boston Globe faced the difficult task
last year of reporting to the public Boston 's court ordered
efforts to desegregate the schools via busing. Left
with the choice of partiall y presenting the news by
leaving out the more controversial events or fully
coverihg the integra tion attempt by including those
events , Mr. Tay lor chose the latter course. As a result ,
many felt that the Globe"~ was emp hasizin g the "sen- .
sational" side of integration ; and sure ly those of
us who followed the Globe over the last year remember
the accounts of gu hfi ghts , stabbings
¦ , riot s,¦ and picket' .> ' ¦ yJ ' . ^ y y ' • ' • ¦' :¦. '• ' ,' / ¦. ' ' ' ¦ " ' : '
ing. - '
.
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The Globe 's purpose , thoug h, was to present
as objectively and as thoroug hly as possible the entire
story. To have ignored the sensational would have
been to ignore the reality of the busing situation.
During the year , 60 reporters , over one half of the Globe ' s
metropolitan staff , were 'assigned to the story . The
result was an extensive dail y report which consisted
by the end of the year of over 400 articles , some of
them page s in length. The Globe covered every side
and ang le of the busing crisis , devoting great space
to back ground , interviews , and anal ysis.
As the year progressed , the Globe was faced
with threats , denial of access to information , and at
one point , rifle shots . Mr. Tay lor did not back down
on the Globe 's coverage , ordering instead bulletproof windows for the Globe 's publishing building.
Mr. Tay lor 's efforts over the last year , coup led
with previous efforts (the Globe was the first major
newspaper to come out against the Vietnam War , and
was one of the leaders in publishing the Pentagon.
Papers), earned him the Lovejoy Award.
In his acceptance speech , Mr. Tay lor spoke
about busing, the economic problems facing newspapers ,
the role that newspapers should be play ing in covering
the economy, and the role of a free pr ess.
With regards to busing, he said , "Our lar ge
metropolitan cities are being torn by social and economic
strife. The surface issue, in many cities , is busing on
the social end. We have seen it in full bloom in
Boston the past year and a half. But busing is not
the real issue. It is whether white and black people at the
bottom ru ng of the economi c ladder are going to
be able to live together in peace.
- ¦¦ ' '
continued on page twelve
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SWDEN T ASSOCIA TION CA NDIDA TES
the Echo
Tf ^ e-eandidtUes mefe ^ive^the 'o^tio nwhei iMe^iepe d^by
or ioisUbmit a letter
Steve Mixter wrote an open letter, while the others were interviewed by the ' staff.

scammnasner

Scott Krasncr , a candidate for Executive Chairperson ,
cites personal interest and a desire to be active in Colby
Student goyemmeiit as his reasons for becoming a nominee. He rtiakes no promises nor does he pre tend to present any concrete proposals because he views remaining
tim e in office as an interi m period jn which he wants to
keep working with the existing issues before start in g new on es.
His qu alifications center primarily on his involvem ent in the community, th ough not directly throug h
Stu—A , and the various perspectives on Colby h e has
acquired. He has experienced three diferent living situati ons, a dormi to ry , fr aternity and off-campus. While
he has not had a formal post in Stu—A he helped with
th e J esses Colin Youn g Concert , was active in DU and
intra mural sp orts and has had alot of indirect contact
' -7 . ' ' " • ¦ ' with St u-A.
Three issues impress him as most worthy of att ention; they are student participation and input; the '
cre dit hour syste m, and the housing situation. M ore
sp ec ificall y, students must get involved in the community and take a part in the decision-making concerning the ir futures . He feels the pr esent .credi t hour system is too much and while the flexible 15 hel ps , he.
h opes that outside activities can be co-ordinated with
scholas tics .
The housin g problem , as he sees it , is in te rms of
fr ater nities versus equal housing for women. He would
not abolish fra ternities because " they are an importa nt subsys temf ind reference point for certai n students.
P ossible solutions in his mind are either the increa sed
allotmen t of space for women or the inclusion of women as members
*
Poin tin g to the lack of student partici pation as the
m ain obstacle to be overcome , Krasncr said that students
easil y cri ticize' bu t will not; get involve d themselves. Colby
stud en ts unjustly view Stu—A as a closed group and he
beli eves that apathy on the part of the student commun i s not a valid excuse.
The ac t iva t ion of 'Stu -A should not come , he beeves fro m Something the administration does,
hut ra ther from pre ssure generate d amongs t peers ,
' her e fore , while he is uhcleai ; abou t what specific issue
will stimulate students to become involved; he does see
Par ticipa tion as an essential for which to work , .

SUE BER KO
Susan Berk o, a sophmor c candidate for Executive
Chairper son , b elieves "capabilities are more important
than popularity " . ' Having worked closely with Stu—A
on the passage of the proposal for an on-cam pus pub
and other issues Susan emp hasizes the need fox organization and _ student involvement , rler partici pati on in •
Stu-A has led her to believe that ra pport with th e administr ation is vital because Stu—A is not a one-sided
relationship. Not onl y are inputs from th e faculty
and administration badly needed , but she feels student
involvem ent in Stu-A is sosely lackin g. That involvement does not necessarily hav e to be direct , biit can
also be indirect communication in the form of a general awareness and a willingness to confront and talk '
about the issues.
Sus a n f eels , however , that her actions speak more
than her words. For that matter , she has b een highly '
involved in Stu—A , working on the issue of the pub , being in charge of concert ticket sales , and managing th e
Coffeehouse kitchen. It is clear that she does not feel
a college experience st ops , wi t h classes or books , but
that Stu-A provides an importan t function as grounds
for in teraction of students , facul ty, and administration..
That interaction , she feels , does not exist to the
proper exten t; the hardest obstacle is, no dou b t , the
fac t that people are not aware and invo lved. She is
striving, for a grea ter sense of candidness and informality so that students may get involved in their own fash
ions , and not be res tric ted to simply voting for a candidate .
:
The student leader , she commente d , must walk
a tightrope , swaying back and for th to liste n to others.
The represen tatives should be the focus for student in- •
put , and she stressed the opennes s of Stu--A to any
discussion of student grievances. Rut , she added , students do not come with their criticism s to Stu -A and
do no t utilize the potential capabilities of Stu-A for
solving those greivarices ,
Susan has in the past used her energ y in diverse
stude nt-related -concerns , and has worked with the Stu -A
Execu tive Board , W hile she says she basically does not >
like poli t ics , she adds t ha t she likes peop le and doing
things and has the motivation and experience to continue working hard for Stu -A in this upcoming period
, of adjus tment ,

STEVE MIX TER

The great weakness of the Executive Committee stru cture has been exposed by Bob Anderson. The reduction of
th e number of pers ons required to be involved in student
govern ment to the six per son Executive Committee puts
an immense amount of responsibility upon the elected
officials of the student body. How ever , the purpose behind
reducing the number of officials was clear at the time the
Student Association Constitution was drafted two and a
half years ago : there weren 't enoug h students who were
willing to be involved.
. 1 was on the Committee to Reorganize Student Government.which drafte d the Student Association Constitution , and our feelings were that we should create a basic
structure that would be elastic enough to serve student needs
and demands when they became visible. In view of the explicit nature of the jobs of each person on the Executive
Committee , a student "issu e" ca n only be dealt with effectively by the Executive Committee if there are stude nts
who are willing to work for chan ge. That is to say , th e Executive Committee cann ot do it alone (nor , 1 dare say ,
would anyone wan t them to).
The problem with the last two Executive Committees
is that they have dealt with issues in an " ad hoc " fashion.
That is, they have dealt with issues as they came up, and
they have not effectively organized the students who were
interested in putting energ y into them . 1 have been working with the presen t Executive Committe e extensively , advising them in my capacity as Parliamentarian.
They have jus t reached the point where they have collected a list of "issues " and are beginning to determine
wha t kind of action should be taken to work on them. My
bi ggest concern is that the next Executive Committee , to
be elected in February, should be able to inherit an organized grou p of peop le who ar e pursuing these issues in a
logical , responsible fashion. We have to work for changes
here a t C olb y, bu t the work must be responsible and consistent.
I believe tha t the members of the Executive Committee should not have to "break in 1 " a new Executive Chairperso n at this crucial stage . I have been actively involved
in every aspect of the Executive Committee 's actions this
year , and as Parliamen t arian , lam thoroughly informed about the operations of the or ganization. But beyond this ,
I feel that I am the most qualified pers on to be Executive
Chairperson because of the nature of my involvement wit h
comimicd on page seven teen

FOCUS ON MINORITIES
The Need f or Unif ied Action
So where do we go from here? ,What arc our priorities? Do they lie in revitalizing the fight to establish a viable minorities studies program at Colby?, Or are we to worabout scaring the Trustees as they were during the unrest
of the late sixties? How many of us give a damn and how
many of us are willing to fight this;bastard inequity?
In 1970,.a statement was passed by the Trustees that ordered a change in the minorities program here. From a
high point of 41 Blacks and Spanish-surnam ed students in
1972 , the number was cut in half the following year arid
was reduced even further in 1974. The com mitment made
by the Trustees has either backfired or their promises were
intentionally hollow.
¦
In a report to the Trustee Committee on Student ¦. = . '
Affairs, thr Committee on the Future of Minority Students
and Spanish-surnaxned students (CFMS) made several recom
mendations. They included: that a full-time mmontifcs
recruiter (a ihember of the minority group) be employed
sp ecifi cally to recruit minorities ;that two new positions be
created in two of the three fields, Afro-American Culture,
Native American Studies, and Third World Studies." It
was further proposed that those fields be set up in conjunc- „
tion with the Interdisciplinary Studies program , along with
"the initiation of three new faculty positions related to those
areas." The CFMS hoped "that the money from the Venture Fund or other sources of similar caliber would be alloted in the future to make them permanent programs."
President Strider, in a memorandum to the CFMS , . '
spelled out the future of the minority student. His n- •
swers seemed disguised in political double-talk arid pacifying
rhetoric. To quote the memorandum: ". . . the: efficacy of
a full-time minorities recruiter toward enrollment of greater numbers of minority students is yet to be proved."
There are basically two ways in which to alleviate the
problem of getting minority, students to attend Colby. One
is through the effo rts of a "full-time minorities recruiter".
The other is by establishing a minorities studies program.
The two are obviously inseparable. A recruiter cannot recruit unless he is arrived with the appropriate ammunition —
in this case a legitimate minority studies program.
The Administration fails to see this point '. In response to the CFMS' call to establish such a program , Strider
wrote : "Some of the areas of academic concentration you
describe as desirable for Colby are , while appropriate and
possible in the curriculum of a large university, beyond normal expectations for a program in a relatively small liberal
arts college." Making the point even more explicit Strider
finalized that , "Largely for financial reasons, it is impossible for us to increase the size of the Colby faculty during

the present period of stringency in the operating budget.
; If President Strider was serious about revamping the
minorities studies program or even remotely concerned . .
with increasing the number of minority students at Colby,
he/should initiate immediate action. The Venture Fun ds .
are his to allocate. Unfortunately he has squan dered them
on a nebulous program with unclear objectives. .' ¦. -.., . . > .
The Trustees have followed this exam p le of inaction.
Sub-committee meetings coincide with full Board meetings
so that any proposal, be it worthwhile or uselesSj would
have to await the next full Board before being discussed.
The Trustees have been using bureaucratic machinery to
avoid confron ting the issue with seriousness appropriate
to the gravity of the situation. \ : ;
• What then are we as students' to do? We arc the ones
who should have final say. The lack of a minority studies
program affects us. It is a gap in our education .
The Colby catalogue states, "Colby ,is a coeducational
undergraduate college of liberal arts comm itted to the belief that the best preparation for life in our world, and especially towards the professions that require further specialized study , is a broad acquaintance with human knowledge rathee than narrowly concentrated training in limited
areas." : 1The school bureaucracy has been precluding a minorities studies program as a part of the "best preparation
for life in our world." Their reasons hold little water. Financial? The Venture Fund . was readily available. Technical? Colby must not limit its opportunities for study
because Strider sees a minorities studies program as the responsibility of a larger university. Accepting that prciriise,
wc would be consigning ourselves to mediocrity.
It is up to us to change their m inds. A unified voice
seems to be the only way to convince Strider and the
Trustees that action must be taken immediately.
Al Palmer, Sigrid Thompkins and otherTrustees
will be meeting informally with students in Lovejoy 100 at
2:30 pm on Sunday, November 23.; Clearl y, they are opening themselves to suggestions. But suggestions withou t
the weight of a substantial number of sttidents^may appearto them as empty and without merit. A strong showing can convince the Trustees that the 'time for action is
now.
\
The ECHO calls on all con cerned students to come
to this meeting. Lay it on the line — if the Trustees and
Strider fail us now there will be repercussions. But first,
we must not fail ourselves. Without everyone 's support
the progress made so far could very easily be fo rgotten.
And the comm ittm ent made in 1970 would be wasted
words.

Administration Comments
warmest wishes for the successful conclusion of your
senior year, and you have my admiration for being ,
willing to-make a decision that must have been awfully hard . for you." , #

This Sunday, November 23 at 2:30, Ms.
Sigrid Thompkins, Chairm an of the Board of Trus- >
tees Ad Hoc Coriimittee on Minorities, will be at
Colby to discuss the minority question at an open
forum in Lovejoy 100.
The^Student Association's Executive Committee
has invited Ms. Thompkins because we feel that
"the time is now" for this college to re-examine its posture concerning minorities, to face the problem
in a direct and decisive manner, and take the expe- dient steps to.correct the situation.
The Executive Committee is asking every student,
faculty and administration member to take a hard
look at both the "Colby Environment" and theriiselves.
We request that you strongly consider attending
the foruih in order to join together in calling for
positive committments , which will help Us deal with
the minority issue quickly and justly.
/The issue at hand is not a "black prbblem"it is/abovc all else/a very serious and complex •
Colby Problem. Andsince we the students, faculty;
and administration arc essentially Colby, we must all .
regard the minority issue in" very personal terms. Each
of us must realize the necessity of carrying an equaL
burden in the attempt to solve this problem. In other
words, "if you are not 'part of the solution , you are
part of the problem." The executive committee hopes that all students,
will recognize the problem and feel compelled to
' (•
unite at Sunday 's forum to .excercise our great
influence which is possessed only through group
solidarity. We ask that the faculty not consider this
to be merely student issue—the Executive Com ihittee
hopes that the faculty will express its cooperation
and support by attending the forum also. And
finally, we ask for a full administrative committee
to label this issue "of the highest priority" arid deal
with it in the appropriate manner.
- Sunday is a very.very imp ortant day for Colby today
i'
and Colby.tomorrow. Please atterid.
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With reaction to Bob AnderSon 's resignation
still in the fore, the ECHO sought the reac- .
tions of Dean Gillespie , Dean Wyman and PresidentStrider.
Dean Gillespie acknowledged that he has no
special insight in the matter. "All I know is what I •
read in the ECltO ." There was no occassion at which
Gillespie and Anderson had discussed Bob's resignation. Gillespie felt there was "no particular reason
he (Anderson) would mention it to me." The Dean
stated , "A feeling of regret , but I understand , I think
very hi ghly of him and feel he is very capable. "
Dean Wyman had met with Bob prior to
last week's resignation . Wyman feels that Bob has
been , "A very vital force in student activities here. I
thought it sad he couldn 't manage the academic and .
public facets." Wyman is concerned that ".. . people of Bob's caliber won 't seek the post," due to the
many pressures it entails.
President Strider said , "Bob felt he had , to
get his priorities in order." The following comments
are from the President 's letter to Bob Anderson. "I
am disappointed that 1 will not be working with you
in the capacity you have occup ied since last spring.
You were a thoughtfu l and constructive . lead-,
have every reason to take satisfaction in looking back
upon your m ohths in that job. Still , I think ydu have
set your priorities in order. Mean while you have 'my

^—-- The Student Association Executive Committee
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[ 'Fee dback on Anderson
Resignation
*»¦ ^

(|aif),: an Eq ual Burclen

'

ECHO Comments
•; The situation whicli came to a head last week with
the unfortunate "resignation of Bob Anderson points up
a serious fault in our system of student representation,
A little thought .on anyone 's part displays this graphically
How are the views and ideas of the student body to be
adequatel y.eiiacted if such responsible .leaders find office pressures overbearing and academics hi pp ing at their
heels? The problem lies in both the uninvolved student
body and the administrative demands, arid these bodies
must first recognize the problem before solutions can
,
;
be constructed.
The "reactions" in Eustis to Anderson's resignation
read more like a speech at a company retirement party
than a serious considerationr of the situation. Let's
put the bullshit aside and confront these issues together
striving fpr honest, concrete solutions. Colby will be a .
better place, for it.
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Board, of /Trustees \ ,
Discuss Minority
'
Proposals
Sunday,Nov.23
Minonties proposals will be;the topic th is Sunday,
when members from the Board of Trustees come to
Colby to discuss the issue with students. The discussion, to be held in Lovejoy at 2:30, will feature Mr. Albert Palmer, chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
Miss .Sigri d Tom p kins, chairman of; the Ad Ho c Committee stud ying the minorities situation. Student Glo- .
ria Payne will serve as moderator and it is quite possible
that the newly elected Student Association Executive
Chairperson will also be on the panel.

"The number of possibilities are unlimited ," says Gloria Payne , (photo by Nick Levintow)

Gloria Payne
Last spring, Colby students started to raise their col- ,
lective voices in protest to the magnitude of blue tape that
always seems to be more than evident in the bureaucracy.
Maybe it was Spring Fever, maybe it was a genuine manifestation of the disillusionment with the attitudes that
seemed to prevail, may be it was only a flap, or even a combination of all of the aforementioned things. But the most
significant thing last spring represents is a recognition by
the overall community of the negligence of the administration.
This fa ll , things were not sensationalistic in nature.
Concerned individuals didn 't seem to be in abundance ,
and the issues were not referred to in mixed company . As
a result, many peop le felt that the issues had been swept
unde r the rug, that the students had been slapped in the
face, and that the only things that happened quickly around here were the erection and demolition of buildings.
That may be true. Wc have been slapped in the face since
things like curriculum changes for the majority don 't happen quickl y. Faculty additions occur after much "bickering" and 'careful' investi gation. But we made
the machine move! We are still experiencing the loud and
nauseating squeals of machines getting back into condition after long non-use or miss-use
But is that enough ^ The Board and Eustis are openly
willing to work with students. They appreciate the fact
that we want change and more importankl y — they appreciate the fact that wc want change and more importantl y
- they appreciate that we want change throug h them and

Cultural Expansion
and the Liberal Arts

- 'What Happen
not over them ; I don 't know what happens next
Professor Foner's retirement is another, event that ' .¦ .
can be focused upon. The loss of Prof. Foner. with out a .
competent replacem ent has serious ramifications , mainly
because it is obvious that he was here not to teach primarily minority students. This is an excellent opportunity
to prompt the administration to try something experimental with long range plans for building a concrete program ..
I don 't know who will pick up the ball where it was
dropped. At this point , it could almost be any organization
or individual. Student Association has been partially instrumental in creating and m aintaining energy and interest,
passing supporting resolutions, etc. . . , but Stu-A is experiencing a change - the Anderson Era is over. The Student
Organization for Black Unity is also asserting and defining
itself — so that organization presents another possibility .
In effect , the number of possibilities is unlimited , yet very
limited due to the transient nature of the community. Ideas could emerge from any faction at any moment but they
will work and create interest only if the ears they fall upon
aren 't deaf.
The Sunday afternoon meeting in Lovejoy 100 at
2: 30, November 23 with Ms. Sigrid Tompkins , chairperson
of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Board to Study Minorities, and other committee members — is an excellent opportunity for the members of the community to do some
interacting. Don 't leave it primari ly up to the Student representatives on the committee to speak when you have
the chance to get a few answers and questions in yourselves,

A statement from Pat Brown
The situation confronting Blacks and other minorities represents a basic challenge to the current liberal arts
philosophy of the College for it poses a most fundamental question: How relevant is cultural and intellectual diversity to the educational process which seeks to equip students with the practical and human skills necessary for
survival in our world?
The Student Organization for Black Unity since its
inception has responded to this question over the years;
first in 1970 when a group of Black students articulated
their dem ands for -the implementation of a broader Black
Studies Curriculum and an increase in the Black student
enrollment and Black faculty members — by occupying
Lorimer Chapel and at present as the Organization seeks to
foste r a Black presence through the presentation of cultural
experiences which by their very nature are qualitatively different fro m other perspectives. These activities provide
meaningfu l opportunities for cultural enrichment by pointing up the nature of the Black Experience as it issues
forth from the African Past, the institution of slavery in
this country and the struggle for equality. However, these
Programs in themselves are supplementary for ultimately
they cannot remedy the current situation at Colb y.
Thus , contrary to the opinion of some .'the minori
ties question is one that involves not only Blacks and
"The minorities question is of fundamental importance
othe r minorities but is of fundamental importance to
to the entire Colby Community," emphasizes Pat Brown.
the entire Colby community . Decidedly it's time for .
(ph oto by Nick Levintow)
a change , but we cannot do it alone.

While a format has not yet been verified, it has
been suggested by presidential assistant Tony
Mamarcq that the recommendations m ade by;
the 1.971 Board Committee on. Minorities be dealt with
in seriatim. This would assure that each aspect of that
report would be .included. The minorities and Spanish
sumamed coriimittee report of Ap ril , 1975 wo'iild' then
be debated also, as they point but the lack of action
resulting from-the 1971 recommendations.
The 1971 committee came to eight conclusions
regarding the minorities situation , and from these made ,
ten recommendations. . They realized that GoIby needs ,
a siz able n u mber, of minority students to.kcep Colby
from being an artificial environment. They also realized
that Colby has an obligation to disadvantaged minority students. To increase the amount of disadvantaged
minority studerits meant a reorganizing of financial priorities, which is fairly operant at this time. The
1971 study also stressed seeking out blacks for its minority population , since a core group already existed and
a large group would thus have a cultural impact. They
noted the difficulty in making a viable minority community out of, say, Maine Indians , since a viable community should have a minimum of approximately 50
students. They also recognized the futility in trying
to recruit students interested in an urban school.
—<WW—D—oaWMKWWI -iII ¦

The re comm en.datioris of the 1971 committee d
practically
with the programs involved in setting
dealt
up a community of minority students. They scorned
the artificiality of a quota system but suggested
increased recruiting ettorts , perhaps including a black
member of the Admissions staff. They noted the effectiveness of alumni recruiting . Regarding admission policy the recommendation was for accepting students
hi gh in motivation and talents, if not traditional academics. In. order to help prepare students admitted
under this policy, the committee suggested making
students aware of pre-college summer programs at other institutions , and , if possible , aiding therh financially. Tutoring and advising should also be expanded.
The Board committee thoug ht that the administration and faculty should intensif y their efforts to
employ blacks on the staff. They also rccom mended curriculum revisions, but added that this should be initiated by the faculty . They also warned about allowing
the black community to be isolationist, but noted the
need for such a place as a cultural center,

The 1975 recommendations of the Committee
on the Future of Minority Students and Spanish surnamed students at Colby College started with 1971 proposals and went from there. They suggest that the
Board act on the commitment they recognized in . 1971.
This would entail hiring a full-time minorities recruiter (\
(who would be a minority member), and expanding
the spring orientation for pre -freshman to include guidance counselors and possibly principals. The committee also felt that the admissions office seek candidate s
in new geographical locations , other than ones that
have already sent minority students to Colby.
The commitree proposed that two new positions be created in two of the three fields , Afro-American culture, native American studies , and third world
studies. These would function as interdisci plinary
studies, founded in existed programs in Black studies,
American Studies , and Human Development , but
would involve creating three new faculty positions,
One in Third World Studies, another in Cultural Anthropology and a third in the History and Culture of
Third World Nations.
A final recommendation was for a Black Cultural
Center to be housed in the Student Center,
All these suggestions are to be discussed at this *'
Sunday 's meeting by thestudents , Trustees , and hopefully faculty . The session is as.much to inform the
Trustees, as is it is to inform the students. And the
Trustees have questions to ask,

Recruit ing Black Fa culty

—Beth Quinby
"I would say that Colby offers more Black
American History courses than any other undergraduate school in the country, " commented Professor
Jack Foner , Professor of History and chairman of
the Black Studies Department, during an interview
earlier this week.
When Foner came to Colby in 1969 as a
sabbatical replacement he brought with him the first
Black history course offered in New England. Now.
six years, four Black history courses, and a chairmanship
later, Foner plans to retire at the end of the academic year.
"The tim e has come for black people on the
faculty. We are actively searching for a Black teacher to
replace me," reported Foner. "There is a role a Black
person can play giving an image which black students
can relate to, that no white teacher can fulfill."
Foner firmly believes that the black experience is central in understanding the American experience .
Further , Colby students arc recognizing this.
"Interest has grown tremendously in the
field of black history and experience not only on the
part of the blacks. And what I think has motivated them is
that they know they have been limited by the previous ignorance of black history."
Foner believes that black studies has a twofold role. It not only acquaints black students with
their history and heritage and acquaints wh ite students '
with the sam e, but black studies forces the realization ,
that whites and blacks are going to have to work , live
and stud y together in an integrated society. Further ,
black studies provides the proper experience for future life.
"It's imp ortant to understan d the newly emerging interrelationshi p develop ing between whites,
Africans, and American blacks on campus," commented Foner , assessing the changes in his time here. I
think this interrelationship stems from black students
feeling more confident of themselves here and from
white students reaching out themselves too." '
"One must understand that blacks here progress with surrounding circu instances of adversity. Mainl y
there is no black community in Waterville , the social life is far from wonderfu l for many black women
here ," explained Foner. Yet , Foner reported that
black students have had a hi gh success in entering
graduate school of all sorts.
'The m ost effective advertisement which
can be used in attracting more black and minority
students here is the black student alread y here. Last
year I recommended that our black students do the
recruiting of freshman themselves. A larger black
freshman class has resulted , due to this," Foner stated
Above all , Foner feels that attracting more
black students here depends on providing a rich , useful experience for the students here — an experience
which includes Colby taking a lead in furthering the

emergence of black historical awareness.
Jack Foner has spent his teaching and academic career b ased on his belief in the importance of black
history for this country.
"For many years during my graduate work
at Columbia, while teaching at City College and New
School in New York I h ave been a protagonist in the
view that American students could not have a correct
education without realizing the Black experience ,"
explained Foner.
In the 1930's as a graduate student Foner
and his brother worked with Dr. E.B. DuBoisc, a prominent black historian. He and his brother , now a
professor at a black university, campaigned against
the prevailing way in which blacks were treated in a
history that then "ignored , distorted and disparaged
the contributions of the blacks."
"I am concerned with two things," exp lained
Foner reflecting on the future of Colby's Black Studies, "There is the positive attitude found on this cam
pus and expressed in an ECHO editorial (November
13, 1975). And there's the attitude, predicting a fading committment, an abandonment of the 'second
reconstruction ', that was expressed in an editorial in
last week's Sunday New Y ork Times "Week in Review" section. The editorial said that failure to deal
with minority and black problems "is bad news for
those seriously concerned about the quality of American life."

Professor Foner

(photo by Nick Levintow)

Sidney Farr , director of F inancial Aid.
(photo by Nick Levintow)

MINORITI ES
and Financial Aid

-Jennifer Strode
If there is a problem involved in recruiting minority
students the proble m does not rest with Colb y 's financial aid policy. That is the conclusion reached by the ECHO
after interviewing Mr. Sidney Farr, Director of Financial
Aid. An examination of the statistics m akes this
evident.
The financial aid department is granted a certain
amount of money to offer to students in need. After
the necessary sums are removed to cover early decision students , the amount is divided into four parts. These are to cover four categories of criteria: (1) outstanding students, (2) good students with other abilities (such
as dancing, sports , student government experience , (3) minor
students (including blacks , Spanish , Orientals, American
H
Indians), (4) Maine students. A student can get financial
aid from any of these groupings if he qualifies. Thus
a brilliant black from Maine who has outstanding abilities
has superb chance s for aid because he can be put into whichever category has the fewest candidates.
Considering the current percentage of minority students enrolled at Colb y who arc on financial aid , they are
offered a generous , if not disproportionate amount of
money to work from. It .must be noted, however, that the
money is onl y allocate d according to need , so it is alway s
distributed fairl y. What this large proportion of money means
is that more minority app licants can be offered aid. Each
year the financial aid office can offe r about three times the
money it actuall y has, because,.the retention rate, of app licants, that is the percentage of students who actuall y come
is 30%. What this means is that Colb y can offer minority
students an incentive, or at least the ability to come to
1
Colby. The problem is getting minority students to
want to come at all.

Committee on Foreign Students
—Robin Sherwood
The aim of the college has in the pas t been
to attract students from all over the United States
in order to promote a diversity of student back grounds
and interests. In connection with this desire for
geogra phical and student diversity Colby has admitted
limited numbers of International or Foreign students.
The processes of application and acceptance
for a foreign student , however, are diffe rent from those
for U .S. students and are largely handled , not by
the Ad missions Office , but by the Committee on
Foreign Students . In an interview , Professor Holland , .
chairman of that Committee , explained that in view
of the numbers of inquiries and the wide range
of academic backgrounds which the app licants demonstrate , inquir ers are sent preliminary application forms
which ask for an outline of rhr ir education and require
no substantiating records. Through the preliminary
app lications , the Committee tries to narrow down the
unm anageably large number of applicants to those who
n ot on ly come close to the established academic criteria
set up for r egular admissi ons , but also those who they
feel could profi t most from their experience at Colby ,
Of course, differences exist in educational systems
from one coun try to the next ; however, Professor
Hollan d indica t ed t ha t t hey t ry to find wha t t h ey
believe,to be equ ivalents to a U.S. hi gh school
education.
At this point , no a tt en t ion is paid as to
whe t her t h e app lican t needs financial aid, Subsequently ,
formal app lications along with necessary financial
aid forms , are sent out to those app lican t s who
demonstrate approximately the admissi ons qualifica t ions , and at this time the application fee is waived ,
Upon recei pt of the final applications, the
students are then divided into two categories: those
needing financial aid and those who do riot. Professor
Holland indica ted that those who could finance
their college expenses were handled much the same

as U.S. students , accepted or rejecte d on a similar
set of criteria adjusted to take into account their
individuateducational back ground.
The Com mittee on Foreign Students then
must review the applications of students requiring finan
cial assistance , and make recommendations to the
Admissions Dept. concerning who should be admitted
and.also to the Financial Aid department concerning
who should be given aid. Prof. Holland pointed out the
Com mittec on Forei gn Students functioned reall y
as a screening committee for the tmancial aid
com mittee. Furthermore , because appj icants'
ability to come to Colby depends by 2nd large .
on financial assistance, the two roles of admissions,
and aw a rdin g finai ci al ai d need be combined in on e
com mittee,
Traditionall y, there has been a special , fund
set aside for needy inte rnational students , in some
cases m oney was given b y alumni expressly for that
purp ose. The fund which now exists , comes ou t of
t he gen er a l financial assist an ce b ud get and con t ains
approximately enoug h money for 8-9 full tuition
scholarshi ps. The recepients of this kind of aid receive
money to cover the colleges expense and their own
personal expenses. Therefore , the committee , each
year , selects t he number of st uden t s needed t o fill
the vacancies left by those graduating or leaving the
college. Prof. Holland said that out of the final
applications which the , Committee receives, there
are usuall y 20-25 high ly qualified and acceptable <¦ "
st uden ts , with a general conce rn tor worldwide
distribution. The Committee then decides what
Students they will recommend to receive aid which ,
in effect means, who will be able to come. Prof.
Holland , explained that they discourage the applicants
as to tlie amount of aid available! they do not re-'
commend the acceptance of anyone who needs
financial aid without being able to grant them that aid

Professor Holla nd ,

(photo by Nick Levintov))

Prof, Holland stressed the availability of qualified
foreign candidates for admission and described the few
admissions as a function of the amount of aid available. He explained fur ther that the funds should
not be used , t houg h , for a "cultural experience "
for the foreign student but in the awards of financial
aid , consideration should center on serious degree
candidates.
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—John R. Valencia
Sunday Nov. 15,-the men of Alpha Tau Omega
had the distinct pleasure of hosting Dean Gillespie
as part of the Seminar Series at Colby College.
Topic: the current situation of minorities at Camp
Colby and the outlook for improvement of this
situation in the near future. This is an effort to summar- ' "
izc the points made and issues raised at that meeting
and contribute opinion in relation to the subject.
Issue: There is at Colby College, a recognized
paucity of minority students and professors , (i.e.
Puerto Ricans, Blacks and Orientals). At question .1
was the degree of commitment on the part of Colby College
to the rectification of the status quo. In reply to
various inquiries, Dean Gillespie pointed out that
in the area of faculty recruitment, Colby was very
active in their efforts to engage minority professors ,
citing as an examp le Colby 's near miss at obtaining
a Black coach in the Athletic Department. An un:
fortunate drawback in attracting minority faculty
referred to by Dean Gillespie, is the near non-existance of a minority community in Waterville and
environs, followed closely by Colby 's isolation in
Central Maine in relation to other institutions of
higher learning of an equ al stature.

Standards for Admissions
In addition to these hindrances, a further
impediment to increasing Colby 's minori ty student
population mentioned by Dean Gillespie is Colby 's
standards for admissions. Dean Gillespie indicated
that those minority students who considered Colby
College m aterial were also sought by larger, prestigious universities—Harvard , Dartmouth and Cornell.
Given the nature of the competition , few students
facing delightful options such as these were likely
to opt for attending Colby. A student at the seminar
however, seemed to feel that Bowdoin College fared well
desp ite the magnetism of the larger institutions and
failed to understand the differentiation in the success

to Colby in
regard.
^Qtan institution similar
to locale and aedemic demands.
Dean Gillesp ie agrees to the subjectivity of
the ,
admissions standards and regarded as fortunate
. . .
willingness of admissions committees to look beyona
simple test scores and academic records , in predicting the success potential for an individual in

it was felt that the presence of minorities on-campus
augments the standard education one experiences
at a Colby and indeed , cultural exchange becomes an
education in itself , something lacking at Colby
College.

"G ood Intentions "

college. He consi d ered the creztion of a remedial

program to offset academic deficiencies in minority candidates as likely to be-prohibitive in cost , the imp lication being that this likelihood might sufficiently
counter what liberal disposition the Admissions
Committee at Colby might entertain.

In the opinion of Dean Gillespie , "their heart
is in the ri ght place" when it comes to Colby 's
attitudes an efforts at the,administrative level to
resolve the evident inequiti es at the college in terms
of minority education . "A" for effort , seriously.
Unfortunately the skeptic in this author wonders
why welWntcntioned efforts inevitably require
so much time to come to fruition. And , it wonders just how long the minority student leadership
will content itself with "good intentions." There
are some eood indications that placating efforts
won 't succeed here. (SOBU letter to the editor , ECHO
Oct. 30). Then again , for the majori ty of students
at Colby, satisfaction with less than a full educational
experience makes little sense either.
One final observation. Dean Gillespie, in
discussing the matter of minorities at Colby, indicated
that arguments, proposals and ideas would best
be directed to the Committee on the Future of
Minority Students (CFMS). Certainly, they are most
directly involved in the alteration of current circumstances, but regard less of one's position in the
administrative hierarchy, discussion of this sort
is never lost on a person in some position of power or
influence. This is a case where contact with each element of the administrative body is important
simp ly because of the different ears to which each has
iccess, particularly one's Dean of Students. Kudos
to Dean Gillespie for affording the opportunity
for consciousness raising.

Remedial Program s
Pertaining to the issue of remedial programs,
the-question of cost effectiveness of past recruiting
efforts arose. A suggestion proposed the institution
of a review of expenditu res pertinent to the minority
population at Colby to consider a reorientation
of monies that could help create a needed program
of a remedial nature in areas of basic skills. An
extension of this proposal would be a review of the
cost effectiveness of all budgeted programs at Colby ,
diversion of funds where possible , to ensure the
feasibility of a supp lementary skills program ,
thereby adding to the present attractiveness of the
college. For those who mi ght start thinking "rip
off", the progra m need not be limited in any
fashion to minorities, but to all individuals who
might benefit from such a program .
Valid question: "Why go to what looks like
so much trouble to buildup Colby's minority
population?" The course of the discussion focused
on the general rationale that each member of the
college community who brings with him/her a culturally diverse background adds to the perspectives
on the material offerings at the institution and
on events surrounding the institution. In addition ,

1984 IS COMING!
Within the walls of an obscure, dirt-ridden
warehouse in Waterville exists a rather strange laboratory .
For scientists it boasts three striving actors. As lab
equipment , a small group of p latforms and 120 metal
folding chairs. Every evening from 5:30 on hypotheses and
theories are tested for their validity, usefulness , and expecially tri'eir impact. What these dedicated people are
develop ing is the world in 1984. Through the use of
numerous technical peop le, some lighting equi pm ent ,
a movie projector , slide projectors , sound equipment , and
themselves, these three experimenters are try ing to
create George Orwell's vision. As strange as it may
seem , these three misguided Colby students — John
Mulcahey, Becky Rog e rs, and Mike Yeager, — in an
old , cold and filthy warehouse are trying to create a
future illusion. The metal chairs are empty now, but on December 5 and 6 you are invited , at your risk , to become the Guinea Pigs of their experiments , and experience
the impressionistic multimedia concoction that they
contrive.
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New Faculty

Dr. Thomas Burkman relaxes at a kotatsu with his family
in J apan.

Dr. Thomas Burkman
—M argaret Saunders

Dr. Dawn Gherman

(photo by Morgan Murphy)

Dr. Dawn Gherman

—Margaret Saunders
Dr. Dawn Gherman joined the Colby faculty
this year in the English department as a freshmen
English professor as well as in the history department
as an American Studies and a Women Studies teacher.
Dr. Gherman comes to Colby from New York,
where she taughtat a state college and then at Brooklyn
College. She taught in a private high school for
a year, but says "the physical and emotional exhaustion
of disciplining students" was too much for her, and '
that she prefers teaching college.
"From Parlour to Teppe: The White Squaw
oh the American Frontier " is the title of Dr. Gherman 's
dissertation as well as the title of the Jan Plan she
is teaching as one of the Bicentennial group plans
for 1976. She earned her doctorate from the University
of Massachusetts and is in the pro cess of publishing
the first chapter of her dissertation in a journal put
out by the University of Michigan . She hopes to
publish her paper in book form as well. Speaking .
about her dissertation. Dr^Ghermari states "It 's , ¦
^
interd|Sc{pJiriar$-;$
tory. 'The ;pap et'S, iVbt pnjy 'abput the re.aiity^f tKjf;
woman on the frontier , but it also coriccrns the
myths surrounding her . ". ', •• > V ;' • .. ; , ¦ ' ¦ ¦':
I really love Colby , Dr. Gherman comments.
"I like my students. " She is extremely interested
in women and their role in history , and feels that
al tho u g h Women 's Studies is a relatively new field "it
needs to be opened up; We' need to rewrite the history
books, there's no question about that. We ,need to
fin d out what women were thinking and ¦feeling and
doing in American History ." She adds that world history probabl y should hav e t h e same a tt en t i on , but
she, in particular , is concentrating on American
Studies. - ' ..
Although Dr; Gherman sees a change occuring
in wo men 's roles in society , she says "In my 'Womfcn
continued on pag e seventeen
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Dr. Thomas Burkman is a newcomer to Colby
College and has replaced Mr. George Elison in the
East Asian Studies department. His knowledge
of eastern affairs is impressive ; a good deal of his
information has been gained by spending over four
years in Japan.
Dr. Buckman first became interested
in Japan when he was sent to Osaka as as sixteen
year old exchange student for the American Field
Service. For three months during the summer, he
|lived with a Japanese family whom he grew very close
to. Speaking of his experiences then , Dr. Burkman
says "I feel I really benefitted from my close contact
with Japanese home life and the life styles that are
so different from our own." He decided he would
have to return to Japan some day to learn more.
After graduating from Asbury College in Kentucky, Dr. Burkman lived in Japan from 1965 to
1968 and , while teaching English to college students,
he learned how to speak Japanese fluently. Once
back in America, he picked up a Masters Degree from
the University of Michigan , got m arried to the wom an he'd
been engaged to for a number of years, and settled
down to work on his doctorate ; In 1973, Dr. Burkman returned to Japan with his wife and his young
son for a year so that he could complete his dissertation
research . Two weeks ago, after defending his dissertation at the Unives
a full-fled ged "DO
Dr. Burkman 's dissertaion concerns Japanese
foreign policy from the years following World War
I, from 1918 to 1920. It particularly deals with the
form ation of the League of Nation s, and is an indepth study on "how the Japanese responded to thenew league and dealt, with the question of whether
they should join or not." Dr. Burkman adds that what
it basically amounts to is a '' study of Woodrow Wilson 's ,
f oreign policies and how theVaffecteti Japan. " U,
He would like to write a coup le of journalism articles
dealing with this period , and he eventually plans
:tp prepare; his dissertation for publication.
"Mike (Colby very much ," Dr. Burkman comments,
"I' m particularly impressed by the enthusiasm I
see in the students." Concerning East Asian studies ,
he thi nks that "every student seeking a liberal arts
education needs to learn something about eastern
cul tures. An experience with a non-western civilization
would help broaden a student 's perspective on the
rest of the world , and make him more objective about
his own culture as well."
Besides teaching the survey courses in East Asian Civili
zation , Dr. Burkamn will be offering a course dealing
with Modern Chinese History next semester that is
not listed in the college bulletin. This course will deal
with China from about 1800 to the present , and will
be a 300 level class. At any rate, what ever course
he's teaching, you can be sure that Dr. Burkman will
spice up a lecture with amusing anecdotes ,slides,
and in teresting objects which concern his own experiences
in Japan. Outside of the classroom , he is a warm
human being sincerely interested in getting to know
Colb y students as well as the faculty .
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Dr. John Hagens ;
-Sid Mohel
John Hagens comes to the Colby Economics
department with over five years of teaching experience. Having obtained a bachelor's degree from Occidental College in California, Dr. Hagens decided to
venture east. Says Dr. Hagens concerning his move
to Cornell University , "I wanted to experience the
seasons and the personal mood changes which coin:
cide with them." So in 1971 , Dr. Hagens wound up
in sunny Ithaca experiencing his way to a Doctorate
degree (which he received in August, 1975). He
taught for four years at Cornell and for one at Ithaca College. After vacationing in Maine and honeymooning at Acadia National Park, Dr. Hagens decided
he wanted to go down-east for a while, hence Colby.
Dr. Hagens' dissertation concerned the "Mathe- ¦ '
mati cal Macroeconomic Theory." The Macro Theory,
or simp ly group th eory, concerns itself with the wan ts
and needs of a group, how they arc sought after and
obtained or denied. An aspect of the theory which
Dr. Hagens cites is the way an individu al or group behaves to achieve his or its goal . On the individual level,
he exemplified this goal-centered behavior with choo sing between going to college or getting a job. In the
macro theory,.the economist attempts to piece all aspects of human wants and needs together to predict
how a group, a nation , a state, or a city will behave,
If the predic tion is wrong, th en something i s f law ed
in the theory. That 's wh y economists like Dr. Hagens have
to keep revising it.
While at Colby, Dr. Hagens will teach several econo
mics courses besides being the college's resident auth ority on public finance. Regarding the students, Dr, Hagens
finds them formal and far too reserved'. Says Dr. Hagens ,
"Not one of them has called me by my first name
yet." Hello John.
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RAPPROCHEME NT
Dr. David Ahiatti

Ask almost any scientist to speak on his research and
you can well expect to sit back, to make yourself comfortable, and to be well entertained for a long spell.
For reasons that should become clear, I cannot freely
talk to you about my research — at least that portion which
j avolves Colby students.
The problem is quite simp le when you think about it
minute.
One may investigate how a subject performs
a
for
in
a
laboratory
or in a natural setting. Don 't get me
either
wrong — I have a high respect for laboratory research. For
that matter, I wish the problems I am interested in could
be brought into the laboratory where careful control allows
the investigation of interactions of variables in a theoreti• '
cal model.

the process. The procedure also establishes a pool of subjects available for experimentati on by faculty and student re
searchers.
y
In spite of the imposition im posed on a stu<j |ent ;a$ a
subject, the utilization of.student research subjects has several advantages. It has been said sarcastically that psychologists know most about two populations: laboratory rats
and college sophomores. The seed of truth expressed in .
this statement is that we may begin to compare results of
experiments conducted on similarily composed subject
populations. Thus, at certain stages of programatic research ,
it is wise to test hypotheses on populaticuis_of _ which you
know something. I might add , parenthetically, that preliminary stud y has indicated that, for my purposes, the
Colby student body adequately matches results obtained
at other institutions.
The problem of establishing a mechanism and the proper student attitudes to allow student .body research are potentially solvable.

two forms of bias
However, in the late sixties, several independent lines
of research led to the conclusion that the classic psychological laboratory may induce subjects to perform in response
to the laboratory setting itself rather than according to their
ad lib condition . The biasing influences take two basic forms
A subject may respond to subtle and little understood pressures to conform to the experimenter's desires for a particular conditi on within an experiment. These are generally
considered as demand characteristics of the experiment itself. A second problem arises when one considers the pro- r
position that subjects may Respond in such a way to make
what they consider to be socially desirable responses. After all, the experimenter may be conceived as a powerful
person — he got the subject there in the first p lace! In the
presence of such power , subjects tend to respond in an ingratiating, manner. There is little that is mpre rewarding
than to win the approval of a figure perceived as powerful.
To the extent that these two variables are uncontrolled or uncontrollable, there exists the possibility that
the experimental results cannot be generalized to a larger
'¦
population. •
So what? For a great many problems of psychological investigation, the problems outlined above are of minimal concern. However, in a general way , I am interested in
wh at is in the cognitive fields of individuals , not in what I
can induce in tlie cognitive fields of individuals. At another level, I am interested in how people behave , not in how
I can make people;behave. . .
'
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don't think about elephants
Let rine be more specific. As you probably know, I
am interested in suicidology. You may enter any experiment I con duct with the reasonable suspicion that, somehow
suicidal behavior is being investigated . Questions I pose
will most likely be seen through suicide-colored glasses by
*
my subjects. In effect , I coul d b e in a posi t ion of asking
my subjects not to think abou t an elephan t. Now if obsession with elep hantine thoughts were the normal situation ,
everything would be fine. If , however . .;
A t many colleges, this problem could be minimized.
Typ ically, many differen t resear ch projec t s are being run
by many different individuals. It would be possible for me
to have a student of mine handle the subjects, thereby,not
having my name and field of interest associated with the
experiment. This is not the case at Colby.
My initial intent for research at Colby was to conduct
a program of research invest i gating several theoretical constructs related to suicide. This would have necessitated a
m assive screening of t he studen t bod y as a first step. The
pr oblem arises in that j 'would have t o "get back" t o t hose
studen t s t ha t looked in t erest ing according t o t he resul t s of ,
the initial screening. This proposed call back procedure pre'
sen ted all the experimental confounds discussed so far and
in troduced two new problems.
,
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to research iat Colby

: .\ - .

I

The first problem was logistic and could be solved.
To my su rprise, I found that research has not been characteristically carried out on the Colby student body. A common practice is tp require that introductory psychology students take part in a standard number of hours as subjects
¦
in experimentation. This allows the student the chance to
experience research and begin to get an understanding of
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The second problem is ethical and more difficult to
resolve. Subjects in psychological research-have the right
to anonymity. The call back procedure, originally attractive
for reasons of time and monetary economy, clearly violates the subject 's right to privacy. The decision has been
made to samp le a large proportion of the student bod y in
an anonyrri ous fashion and proceed with the data analysis
based on this methodol ogy. Much is potentiall y lost "scientificall y " by this method , but , I must admit , I feel better about this procedure . I will warn you that this mean s more
work on the part of the subjects.
A separate issue is how I view experimentation as a
teacher./-!"feel that students Should'hiave the opportunity
to partici pate in the process of increasing the circle of light
that K'c call knowledge. Specific course content,, methodology , and statistical app lications tend to become static information , for both student and teacher, unless it is put to
use. As a science, psychology offers its students questions
and ways to seek answers rather than information masquerading as truth.
To deny the student of human psychology access to
humans is as intellectually stultif ying as to deny the student of chemistry ' access to the elem ents of his field. As a
community of scholars , the Colby student body should
strongly 'support the "effort of their fellows in psychology
with their time, honesty , and cooperation. From my perspective, involvement with the testing of ideas is, perhaps,
the best way to breathe life into information and dignify
the,, role of the student.
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THE TREE OF LIBERTY
Dear Editors:
I very much admire your paper. I believe I am in
the moral position to offer the ECHO some advice on a
quite limited subject. As you have not aske d for this li-.
mited advice , you do not have to give any heed. Still , I
- — ., • •
hope you publish this.
We live in a time that is interrupted , terribl y. Time
gets fracture d, as might a broken limb. Time needs a cast
so th at the bones (I mean the hours) may knit better. I
offer the p laster cast for the fractionat ed time m any of us
endure. Majo rities of us nee d to slow down , so as better
to see where wc arc going.
As a member of the American Civil Liberties
Union , I hope to say something about S-l . You kindl y
print ed my views about S-l in the most recent issue
of the ECHO. I think the tr ee of liberty needs a great
deal of refreshment every generation . S-l deserves ¦¦ ¦¦
a great deal of stud y, as it attempts wholesale recodifi cation of our national criminal code. Criminals aire
treated so casually and so cheap ly in our country. This
should cease. S-l measures our sympath y, indiff erentism
and fear about criminals. S-l is a blu e litmus paper copy
of this primary fear , and that secondary indifferentalism
and sympathy I mentioned. I urge you r read ers
to attend to the bill which may shortly reach the full
Senate . I urge your readers to examine our dominant ,
,t
pu nitive attitudes toward supposed crimi nals,;time
;
Publish
ten
ECHO
But , about fractionated
issues in a row , on S-l giving numerou s angles about
this blue-ribbon bill. Do what Davis Tay lor and the
Boston GLOBE did on the sacred busing issue for
two years , with some 400 pieces. Prove your editorial
conviction about some limited subject of national
importance such as S-l. I would promise to send you
ten letters about S-l. I will -appoint myself as a member
of Colby 's Committee of Correspondence . (1976).
You people find others sim ilarl y of my objective disposition. I would pose as J ohn Dickinson of the first
American Revolution . The chain of letters should
barrage ECHO columns for ten issues. That can break
through our emotional neutrality, about S-l . Your
readers could become as well informe d on S-l as any
large community in the United States. Thus Taylor ' s
GLOBE informal Boston purel y.
1 would guarantee you ten letters. I mi ght
try to write fifteen , I absolute ly guarantee ten .
This editorial venture of faith .could well win
the admiration and imitation of dozens of other
leading college papers ; That is not unlikely. Our paper _
might become about as much admire d, as the Bi g
Ten of U.S. college and universit y p apers . I assure you
S-l refers to matters of intense interest to the collegaite
student group of 8,000,000. Withou t awful difficulty
the ECHO can assemble ifs , a nds , buts , pros , and cons
abou t S-l . At least our hilltop public could become
":
amazin gly well instructed on S-l.
I will aid you in finding a stable of authors .for
this editorail ventu re of faith . The above is my advice.
1 will be straighta way writing to the Waterville SENTINE L
and to Davis Taylor of the Boston GLOBE.

To the ECHO:

I would like to comment on Mh Nat han B. Winstan ' ' -;• -";
lcy's recent ECHO arti ^
Mr. Winstan Jey laments that he was unable tbr "h ave
a part in the selection of a commencement speaker. " He
merel y gave his opinion as have a number of other persons. What , short of selecting th e speaker himself , does Mr.
Wi nstanley mean by "taking a part "? But even m ore curious than this lament is Mr. Wmstanlcy ' s next sentence , his
announ cement that he is "tired of the limiting conserva tive atti tudes of the administration , who continuall y.. ..
divert and discourage many ' attempts by students to lend
dir ection to th eir own educations. . . . " Does Mr. Win.stahley m ean ~fo ar gue that having a say in ithe selecti on
of a commencement speaker is integrall y: rel ated to his
educational experience , th at having a say in such a selection
would "lend direction to (his)education "? J (And while
we are on the subject of the "limitin g conservative " aspects
of this institution , let us note th at Mr. Winstartley conveniently omits the fact that he was granted approval by th e
EPC to. teach his own course this spring. Further evidence
of d iverti ng and disc ouraging, I suppose ;)
With regard to Winstanl cy 's blaming the adm inistra tion for all the injustice , unfairness , and lim iting conserva tism at Col by College , may-I; point out 'that educationsc! policies of this institution arc hot set by decree? There is. an
elaborate committee system (another matter altogether )
and something known as a faculty m eeting. M uch policy
is decided in these forums. If there are stones to be thrown ,
Winstanley ought to take better aim and throw the m in
more directi ons than merely Eustis Building.
If Mr. Winstanley resents the state ment that " this is
the college 's 155th com mencement , " th en he not only resents the truth but also cannot see the other side of a question. If this is the case, Mr. Winstanlcy 's Colby education
reall y has failed him. But I find even more disturbing th an
this myopia Mr. Winstanlcy 's pontific assertion : "l am
the substance , the anim ation and vitality of Colby College. "
I certainly would hope that the college's faculty and student 's textbooks provide enoug h substance , animati on and
vital ity to demand some qualification of Mr. Winstanlcy 's
statement.
Finall y, Mr. Winstanley urges students who don 't
like their lives at Colby to "construct an alternative. " Unfortunately, Winstanley has at this point reac hed the end
of his article. He has no space left in which to offer alter natives. Jr. dosii.g, let 's rcniruVi -niie beginning of Mr. Wmstanlcy 's art icle. We know the rest of the saying from
whi ch Mr. Winstanley gets his ti tle, "into the wind. " We
know what happens if we do something "into the wind. "
Mr. Winstanley has , with his article , symbolically done this.
And we see that he is somewhat wet.

..

ELIGIBILIT Y MILES

To the editors ,. --;' ¦ •

'

I am .concerned about the inconsistency of
eligibility rules and Bixler Points in the IFL pro gram
at Colb y.
Each sport has its own eligibility rules based
on the whim of the commissioner for that sport. . .
in some sports var sity letter winners are elig^ ibl e, nonfraternity member s playing for fraternity leams , graduates , andnon- rostered men.hers '."In -particular , I
would like to single out the fall sports of soccer ,, foot
ball , and X-count ry and the upcomin g hockey season
The soccer and football leagues permitted
ex-yarsity players , non-fraternit y members oh fraternity teams and p layers swit ching! teams to fill 'gaps '
Cross-countr y involved corral ing runners at the starting line on a first-come first served basis to bolster
r
fraternity teams and Bixler Point s .
With these rela tively slack eligibility rul es
we are suddenl y confronted with a virtual pedi gree
that must be satisfied before we are allowed on a
particular hockey team : to play in the A league on
a fraternit y team you must be a franternity member
and a non-lett er winner. . This exclude ^many skaters
who would like .the opp ortunity to skate with fraternity friends regardless of competing for seemingly
'
meaning less Bixler Points.
It seems that all of these various- .eli gibility
rules are desi gned to make scoring for the Bixler Cup
"fair " . Is the awardin g of 9 points for soccer and 93
for football consiste nt? Both seasons are the same
length and yet it would appear that football has more
prestige attac hed .
.
As taking attendance at each game to check
eligibility seems quite juvenile at the college level
and friendshi p and competition for enjoyment tend to
mean more tha n a name on a dusty bowl in th e gym
wh y not abolish all restrictive rules except that concerning a player competin g on two team s in one
¦
- . -¦ ¦sport. - '
. - . .. . Th ere is a need for IFL sports to return to
what they were desi gned for , the stud ent who would
like to partici pate in part-time athle tics for fun , instead of the inconsistency and triviali ty of restrictive
rul es f or a meaningless champ ionship.

Yours sincerel y, Professor David Brid gman
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Th ese are the addresses of the 15 Senator s oh the ~
Senate J udiciary Committe e holding hearings oh Senate .
Bill 1, the Crim inal J ustice Re'form Act of 1975. ' Although these address es were fairl y easy to obtain (a
Congressional listing in th e librar y), listing the m to
supplem ent J ane Birge 's arti cle of November.6 (page 5
EG HO) may serve as a . further incen tive for people
who should or who may want to write their Senators
on this "controversial!' legislation.

Sincere ly,
Anthony M. Maramarc o

DANGEROUS SIDEML KS
Dear ECHO editors ,
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Abour ezk (D - S. Dakota) - 1105 Dirksen Senate
'
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Bayh (D - Indiana) - 363 Russell Senate Office Building
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Burdick (D - .N> Dakota) - 451 Russel l Senate Office
Building , . ,
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Byrd (D - W. Virg inia ) - 105 Ru ssell Senate Office Buil- '
¦
• ','
ding •.; ¦ •'
•
Eastland (D - Miss.) - 2241 Dirksen Senate Office Buil¦ -¦:
¦
. • . ding ' 1 ' i Fdng (R - Hawaii) -2121 Dirksen Senate Off ice Building
Har t (D ¦Michigan) - 253 Russell Senate Office Building .,
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Hruska (R - Nebraska ) - 209 Russell Senate Office
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Building
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Kenned y (D - M ass.) - 431 Russell Senate Office Building •
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McClelUn (D * Ark. ) - 3241 Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Ma thias (R - Mary land) ,- 460 Russe ll Senate Office Buildi ng
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OUT OF THE WIND

\
t I

O nce again , the autumnal mixtur e of rain and cold
is pr oducing danger ous conditions on the sidewalks leading
from the Runn als side of campus to the Eustis side. I had
hoped , possibly along 'with B & G , that the laying of a dr ainage p ipe from the site of the new infirmary to the grassy
area below the walks would alleviate much of the runo ff
that is presentl y turning to ice. Unfortun ately, it seems
tha t the pipe only serves to futher dampen this lower gras sy area so as to make dry passage acro ss it dubious with out hip boots. Needless to say, t he pipe does not keep
water off the walks either , though perhaps it Was installed
to drain water from the infirmary founda t ions , and not
to provide succour for pedestrians.
It would perhaps be un true to say that the position
of t he new infirmary directs more water than b efore down
the .walks to where it freezes. There is a rock outcropping
which pr events the water from going any where else, however , and trees which helped to absorb excess moistu re we re
dug up by the constr uction.
In any case , this situation does not do much for th e
ted policy of p revention in regards to th e use
school' s pur por
of the infirmary facilities. Could riot some Impr ovement be
made? If otic but notes the speed at which B & G insta lled
'^
' j "81
fti lt
t he pipe riear t he: 'iibj $ky
goes to show how ^
can be no excuse t>r B & G not to cross "trie street in or der
to render less hazardou s tlie lives of around six hundred of
Colby 's students. It 'lsjibt 'an easy job , perliips , bu t an
action other than the perennial token throwing of sand
to the ice gods, would d6 much tb pr event a health hazar d
on campus; would improve communica tions between the
t wo sides of campus , and would not kill the grass.
'
¦
'
. . , , , ¦ ¦ ; ¦ ' . ' . ;. ¦; . Sincerely , ,. . , - ; ;
\. ,

Paul s. Kueffrier

Hey College Student!
^nt a REALjob witha ^G foture?:

f
?

¦
.
: '- " " . ' f
Well, you 've come to the right place. The Colby * t
ECHO wants you to work for one of the fastest rising ft
L
papers in the country. That 's right! Imagine, your
L
name in black and white splashed all over a presf
rigious newspaper !

w

There arc quite a few positions opening up next a
a
semester for which we need energetic and willing
L
students. Applications sheets for such title jobs as
"Contributing Editor ", "Lay-Out Editor", ''Associate f
Editor", and "Sports Editor" are ready and waiting in Hr
}
the ECHO office .
' ¦ ¦'' . ¦
p
k
Stop by the ECHO office , Squash Court .Lane,
Field House, fill out an application ,'and get to know
L
f
the mech anics behind a college weekly .We need
¦
¦
¦
¦
"
'
.
your interest and help !
V <V W ™ w w *****w v v v w w w v*
v¦

Schedule of

Upcoming Cojby Environmental Council Events
Friday, November 21—tour of Cascade Woolens
Factory in Oakland. We will be shown the en tire .
process of making material beginning from the spinning
of the wool. The tour is scheduled for 3PM so we
will meet in the Lovejoy Parking Lot at 2:45 PM ,
Sign-up sheets are on the CEC bulletin board in Foss-Wood
man and on the COG bulletin board by the Spa.
Saturday, November 22—newspaper recycling
drive. Starting at 1PM in the Quad a truck will make
the rounds of all the dorms on campus to collect newspapers for recycling. Specific people responsible forrecycling in each dorm will have bundled the papers
and brought them down to the dorm entrance nearest
to a road. Volunteers are still needed, to help with
the p ick-up. Refreshments will be served afterwards for .
those who help. If you have,any questions, contact:. ,
Brandon Kulik ext.,527 ,
Abi Rome ext. 570
Wednesday, Decehiber 3—Professor Koons of the
Geology Department will give an informal talk at
8:30 PM. He will relate his experiences as Director of the
Board of Environmental Protection and will gladly
answer any questions.

r.i w .-,k\; .MiJ -' ui- ^ojiiciency Test&r ,;,,/ . . . ,.. '.,; -. " .
^^

Proficiency tests for waivers in Physical Education
will be given the first two weeks in December, starting December 1. Registration must be made before this time in
the Physical Education office, ext. 227. Proficiency skill
level is approximately that of the Colby varsity. THIS IS
THE ONLY ADMINISTRATION OF THESE TESTS FOR
THE CALENDAR YEAR 1 97«!.7/;
'¦l.'»*Al '»*t »*4» I ^i*^i AriViffnV ^ ftVAiwftj 1t*i*i,iVftf i
LiVi^- ''rftf 1-* 1'¦' ¦
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Vacancy in Shaker J in Plan

SPECIAL FEATURES ON ¥MHB

There is a vacancy in the Shaker Jan Plan, no. 39.
This group will live with the Shaker community at Sabbathday Lake, Maine, for two weeks, spend the other two doing
research on the sect and in any special area of interest connected with ' it.
Should be of interest to American Studies majors , .
Art, Music, or Religion majors , and those interested in the
dance. Director: Tina Mitchell.
Deadline for changing Jan Plan is December 8.

ZODIAC NEWS: WEEKDAYS AT 4:00 pm
*A new feature from the Zodiac news service
of San Francisco
COLBY CALENDER: WEEKDAYS AT 3:45 and 4:45 pm
Announcing i events at Colby each day (all material should
be submitted three days in advance)
CONCERN: SUNDAYS AT 2:00 pm
Presenting debates from Washington on current
problems in the U.S.

LA - LA - LA- LA

CONCERT CAMEOS: SUNDAY S AT 1:00 pm
A one hour show of classical music

A Capella Concert
Friday, November 21 Lorimer Chapel 7:30,pm
Free Admission.

COLLECTORS CORNER: TUES/THURS AT 6:30 pm
Rare recordings, presented each week with a
rebroadcast on Thursday

Religious Discussion
The Newm an Club is sponsoring a discussion on the
Eucharist to-be held on Sunday N ovember 23, at 11:15
a.ni.jn Rose Chapel. Father Gaffey will lead the discussion and if y oil have.questions about the churchy now"is :
your chance to ask them- Coffee and doughnuts will be
served1 for those who wish, to attend. The discussion will
last; approximately one hours. All ar« •*e!'V> .ii«: . '

MUSIC AND MEMORIES: MON/WEDS AT 6:30 pm
Music of the 20's, 30's and 40% rebroadcast
on Wednesdays
STU.-A REPORTS ': SUNDAY AT 6:3 0 pm
George Apter explores important issues facin g
the students of Colby .

EDUCATION ON THE MARCH:MONDAY AT 6:45pm

NEWS BRIEFS i;
A . A VAV
. . .AV ^ ^ ^ A V ^ A . A
y ^ y p y i p Vy ^ A . A V ^J . w r

m .T,

^ y ^ ^ .^

A program presenting developments in higher
education
SCHOLAR'S BOOKSHELF: WEDNESDAY AT 6:45 pm
A look at new books for college students

. ^ ^ a > ^. aV * . A A^ . A A m.-i ?

A A

^J .^ ^ ^ J^. J^ ' ^ -^ ~ , r — ¦ - - - - -

"DA* FOR NIGHT"

THE FRENCH SHOW: SUNDAY AT, 3:00 .pm
French musi c and comments

On Friday November 21 at 7:00 and 9:00 PM
Day f o r Night , a film b y French director Francois '
'
Truffaut will be shown. Day
for Night ' is a fascinating,
yet humerous account of the trials ' and ' tribulations ' ./
'
of filmmaking .The film 'stars Jacqueline Bissct,
Jean Pierre'Leaud and the director Francois trauffaut.
Day for Nig ht won a well-deserved Academy Award ' "
in 1973 for Best Foreign Film. Reviews:
"A sly and - loving tribute to the elaborate
and inspiring chaos of filmmaking-and Truffaiit's V
funniest , shrewdest, most relaxed work in some time."
Jay Cocks— Time
• y.-i Scuba Instruction

BICENTENNIAL QUIZ: WEEKDAYS AT 5:45 pm
Information on pur Bicentennial '.
• " " .' .
Students who have picked up applications for-. >. ;
the New York Urban Fellowship Program (ECHO,
November 13) are requested,to contact the Career
Counselling Office at ext>244 or 288 as soon, as
possible.
Urban Fetipw^Mp Prd^arri

;>¦ * ¦ ¦

Teiims Tfeam'Goicaptains !

¦
>:i .-.- .'"3 ¦". .• -• iy y o '' ;;. , : .' • • - r s - ' U wr ii: > ¦
..•; i' .o >: ¦:] '7

At a break-up party, at Mrs. Bither's homexeccntly
Co-captains;of the ; W/omen's ,\fa rsityj;T,en.niis,Team were clected. Beverly Vayhinger and, Karen, Huebscb were elec;
ted Co-captains for next year. They were also doubles team
winners in the State' Championship Tennis Tournament
this year.
" Karen was a previous doubles winner with a different
partner two years ago. They were instrumental in the Colby team being the winner in the State Championshi ps at
Bowdoin, October 24 and 25, 1975. Beverly has been a
fine Captain of the group f or this year.

A-cpurseiri-sfcllbawill be 'offe'fefl' evenings;'in"Jariu-ary under the : auspices of tlie physical. liaucati q ri^bepart^
ment.
Mrs. Joan yigue will teach the course. She is a quail
fied voluntary instructor with a Y MCA instructor 's rating
and represents the Maine Sub Scuba Club.
A fee of $45.00 per student must be charged for use
of equipment. A deposit of $10.00 should be made at the
Physical Education Office , to reserve a place in this class,
by December 16.

Applications now being a ccepted f o r

m

v
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Kennebec
Montesso ri School
school begins Junu ary 5
children ages 2H-5
call Diane Haldane 873-0272

2
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Special Outfit j
3
3 Your choice of a telephoto or wide angle ^
•;
5 lens !

Joan Sand y
On Thursday , November 20 at 6 p.m., the Colby Wo-

men 's Organization will sponsor a lecture b y Joan Sandy in
the Chapel Lounge. Ms. Sandy is a lawyer in W at erville and
will discuss bot h legislation affecting women and her personal experiences as a rareer woman. This talk promises
to be a stimulating one, especi ally for women considering

l^^ i.H. ' - ^v ' -

careers in legal areas. Admission is free and refreshments
'_ _'
._ '

will be served.
___________ —-_ ,

yWh ^

Euro pean Drinking Fost
The French and Spanish Club invite everyone to
''La Fete de la Biere" Friday, November 21
8:00 PM 25 cents per glass.
n
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;• Throu gh-the-lens CdS ' mete ring. • Fast f/2 Chino»t
lens. • A u tomatic Diaphragm Contro l • High speed
;
!Copal
metal focal plane shutter. • Screw lens mou nt
#0R S^Lfc s Super Dirt Bike 197-3 Pen ton 175 cc, six ' " ;' accep ts 1 a wide range of
inte rchangeable lenses. * Full;
speed , well-cared for, low mileage., An excellerit dirt machine! flash synchroniz ation (at speeds up to 1/125th seconds
1
'
'
bu t still street legal. Call"Jan 465-3875.
'
for electronic flash ). • Self tlrne'ri- • Single' stroke film!
' „•
advance. • ASA range 10-800. • Bright Viewing System.;
LOST: Black "Osmiroid" foun tain pen. Left at regist rar 's
with
• Rugged , professional black body. • Complete
¦ '
desk , art, library,,or .library steps. Reward. .It means that ,
.'- . ¦ . • . j ;
case. < • ¦
'
'r
-. <
• ¦ • ' . ¦ - ." . • ¦' ! ¦ • , . • ¦¦; i ¦; • . -¦
•; • ,. ¦• ¦¦ - •
"^
much to me. ' Phone495-2068,'collect. Sean Glenn , Box '
201, Belgrade Lakes , Maine, 04918.
,-
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Automatic EloctrofloBh $39.95 . ¦ . I - Free
¦¦
¦
¦,
¦• ¦ ,¦ v ,:•;¦:
• .- .i Vnlue . .
i

3

¦
,' ¦'. ¦ $50 for the return of ATO's tape deck. No
questions asked.
Do you have my Red Pendleton J acltet?
I
have
yours—please return it'ib Glia^lie Hiird . i>
;
^212 Avprilli-X'57$.; L^
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Stickmen • ^Trounce
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pot 5 goals; After trading early goals with the visiTh e Colby ;Mules ice hockey squad prepped >
tors Colby took off on an unanswered 13 goal barrage
for the 1975-1976 season last Saturday night-with ,
which increased the score 15-2. Highli ghts' - were Jack
a 20-3 shellacking of h apless St. Francis College; The
'
pond"
Rowbottom 's shorthanded goal on a blazing shot
game, which at times was little better than
hockey, gave Coach Ken Mukai a. chance to look over : from thebluc line and O'Ncils nifty flip shot on a
all of his 26 remaining charges. The exhibition match ; rarely called penalty shot.
also gave the Colby fans a chance to check out the hew¦
-7 The game served to give both players and
Alfond Arena look. The fans enjoyed the classier sur- . .¦"¦ fans encouragement.for the coming season, but weak- .
roundings and responded with-'we want 20" cheers".">¦ y . nesses were .detected. Colby will be pinning their hopes
of pjayoff action on a trio of untested goalkeepers.
as the Mules pbure d it on unmercifully. ;.
™^W EdW%laherty, Rick Cheesman and Peter Ommeric
Paul Spillahc, a freshman from Brockton , .;¦ .?: r ^
y iea ch played a period , with Cheesman shutting out
Mass. counted three goals to lead the Mule attack
while Jack O'Neil, Jack Rowbottom, Mike Poulin, -. • the Monks . If any one of this group .developes into
Paul Philbin, -Charlie Fitts and Hank Bothfe'ld each ; rasolid goalkeeper the Mules should be good. POsiadded two tallies. Players new to the varsity accoun-— -rive notes included the-return of slick-skating Hank,
ted for twelve of the 20 goals-, a promising note for S
Bdthfeld , who m akes it look easy. A whole new
Colby. .
. . .y ;j . ;¦/y .- - " ' . - crew of defensemen was.u n veiled, freshmen Carl
...; ' . Colby started quickly and didn't let up
• Lovejoyr Ed Nesbitt and Randy Jones all showing
Jack O'Neil opened the scoring after only 40 seconds ; good puck control and surprising confidence..
following a swarming attack of the Red line. The y
y All in all it should be an interesting seaWheeler-O'Neil—Spillane combo was sharp all- even- ¦ .
son as Colby-looks forward eagerly to the Dec. 1 • •' ' . .
ing and even with several missed chances managed to . opening date against Lowell.

Morrissey pets his own goal , as the p ack slips by the St. Francis netminder
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Do /our teeth a Favor
¦

_

The first week of IFL hockey action saw Phi Delt upset defending champion DU , 6 to 1. A powerful DKE-A
'
squad beat Tau Delt, 7 to 2. :
.
In the B division, Marth a's Marauders mauled DKE-B,
5 to 1, while Averili squeaked 4)^ Woodman , 2 to 1.
In.th e double runners division , awesome Pi Lam-A
thrashed PDT-B 7-0 and LCA-Cput down ATO-B, 2-1.
Hats off to whoever is responsible for the earlier ice
times. Next week's column will cover games from Nov.
18 through Turkey Day.
/

c

I

Soccer

\
i
:

Yes, folks believe if or not , IFL Soccer is still
going on. Last Thursday saw Ice 9 'A' the defending
champs, trip International 'A' 1-0. But then on
Thursday, DKE and Last Year's Team fought to
a one to one deadlock. Darkness closed in before anyone
..could break the tie. Today , the entire game was replayed
with the men from Delta Kappa Epsilon coming out
on top 3-0. The finals betwcenlce 9 'A' and DKE
will be held Friday afternoon at 3:00 on the varsity
/ field. Come on down and watch-the soccer is not half
bad.

«

Try out the new
Snack
Selection
.
. .

•
I

f****************^^

—John Lombard

Ont cf tbe Best AssortmentscfDrimkti *Town
7:00 a.ra.-l :0O a.m.
.9*Temple Street

I
3

(phto by Ed Busut til)

IFL Roundup

Caterin gto the Cotto n Crowd

GOOD FOOD

Whoops — Two St. Francis defensemen collide as Chris Morrissey gracefull y glides by.
(photo by Ed Busuttil)

Seniors: Sign up now
for Cap and Gown

«
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Hank Bothfeld scores another d
,,
1*ds Ci.is Morrissey looks on.
¦¦ ¦
!
(photo , by Pete Secor)
,
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THE GIFT OF M USIC

"

All Phys-Ed , sports, fieldhouse and rink schedules will
be posted at all dining halls, as well as on Fieldhouse Bulletin Boards.

It 's a little hard to see beyond exam week
now, but the holidays are definitely on the way .
Instead of worry ing about Auny M ary 's glove size
(again I) this year, w,e suggest the gift of music.
It 's easy to select and great to receive-do
you know anyone who really dislikes music? Your
room mate . campus friends and clorm maid. all. deserve
thanks-come browse for some music ideas.
Greatest hits albums are always popular gifts.
New ones j ust out include Seals & Crofts , America
.
and Gordon Lightfoot.
Neil
,
Oregon
LPs
from
new
have
also
/We
Mitchell
!
i
soon-new
Jon
Coming
Hendrix.
Young,
And this weekend a limited number of I n nervisions
, , ' .,
by Stevie Wonder for $3,991 '
Break from the books and come see us;

KJlffY C **************** +******* J '-^***^
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—An drew Dennison
I was quietly watching football last Sunday, con tent
to space out and absorb a little violence when Brent Mushburger jolted me out of my serenity. He rcpoited the "biggest story of the week in pro basketball." I quickly perked
up; did Wilt sign with the Khicks? Had Tom Heinsohn found
Jesus? Had Ernie D. lcarned<how to play defense?
No . .' .The New Y6rk' IKnickerbockcrs had won a game
Now admittedly this is a rare event. But to suggest that
this "resurgence" by the Knicks was the most important
event of the NBA for last week is absurd. The Knicks are
a cellar-dwelling squad , at least this season. They arc undermanned and rely consequently upon Walt Frazier for the
bulk of their strength both offensively and defensively.
Witness now that he is slightly injured and the Knicks are
hopeless withou t him
But the team also lacks the depth , team play, and
outside shooting that came to epitomize those great Knick
teams of the early seventies. Dave DeBusschere and Frazier provided the consistency that the explosive (both hot
and cold) Bradley, Barnett, Reed , and Cazzie Rusell modulated around. There was always a Stallworth or Action Jackson to come off the bench with a hot hand. But now those
guys are starting. Their bench is not exactly a plethora of
talent.
They are scrubs, those Knicks , alth ough the New York
press tries it's hardest to prove otherwise. Just remcmber.the
appearance of Harth orne Wingo and how he was the.next
Dr. J. Well, he b arely resemb les the'immortal Clarence Glover let alone the incomparable Julius Erving. Also, wake
me up when John Gianelli and/or Neal Walk is a pro center. Walk has had the pleasure of traveling the expansion
circuit regularly with such notables as Mel Counts , Toby
Kimball , and Wal t Wesley, Som ehow, though , he ends up
in the Big Apple as the next Jabbar.
Let's fact it: New York City is broke. Jud ging from
Congressional apathy, no one wants to hear about it either.
The Knickerbockers are a symbol of that decline. The rest
of the country would like to ignore the Rotten Apple , let
it quietly implode»,
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MAR KET

:

40 Elm St.
872.6481
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Colby scores! J ack O'Neil flips penalty
¦ ¦,
. ' : '-¦ ¦' ¦ ' '

:
shot by Si, Franck in Saturday 's &
' • ¦ V . ' . !'> :. ' (photo by Pete Se cor)

2 Pizza
s Ita lian-Dagwood :
i Tuna & Roast Beef
Sandwiches
l

I mported Cheese
\
& Ham
I ce Cubes - Beer -Ale
Wine
;

\Sun - Thurs,
I SiSO r - ltiOO

F ri&Sa t
8:30 - 12}00 .

!
\

So, Brent Mushburger and Phallus Gorge, tell us abou t
Cleveland , or Hou ston, or even the Capital Bullets. Stop
being amazed every week when the Jets get creamed. Stop
trying to make every New York team into an instant champion.
Answers to last week's QUIZTIME:' Pat Skrable throw in in the famous George .Scott et al for Tommy Hirer et al trade between the Brewers and the Red Sox. He
never reporte d to the Sox . Foxy Flumere— former head
coach of the defunct Framing ham Falcons of the Atlanti c
Coast football league. J ack Sholz—former Colby sbecer,
swimming, and lacrosse coach , now coach of the Canadian
Olymp ic swimming team. Glynn Grifith—no. 2 quarterback for the New York Giants in the early sixties, went to
Ole Miss. Matt Zweig-f ormer Colby basketball guard and
captain. Steve Sparkes —erstwhile defensive back for the
1975 Colby Mules.
This Week's QUI ZTIME: Identif y these names from
the misty depths of sport's history : Bob Timberlake , Steve
Self , John Mitchell , Charley Tolar , Peaches Bartkowicz ,
the starting Red Sox second baseman opening day 1967,
and Ni Orsi.

MAINE'S FINEST

Jr f*C I

Webber Steah House w ^^
iSea Food *rf%
Cockta il* • T*l. 307/453 901 1

welcomes i!?e Colby com munity
to enjoy. .a f ine meal ir: ' -i
quiet , l elaxed atmosphere
3 M in. north of downtown Waterville.
on Rt, 201
lOpen 7t00 a.m. to 10p.m. , weekends to l l p .m ,
p m> mw*w mm m w mf mw^m m mw mw mw mr * w *wmW'
^

After the gome
Drop in for a delicious
CJ /l fjff l l Q
vJ
Roast Boef Sandwich or Pizza
Dagwood Take out Service

, 47 Water Street

Italians
C0LD BEER

Groceri es
dp eri till Midni gJit

Tel. 873-4372

continued fro m page one

Usually; the convocation concludes with the .
awarding of an honorary doctorate of laws. This
presentation was not .in the program because Mr..
. (
Taylor had already received this honor in 1968^1
commencement.
Among the special guests in the audience
were Thomas Winship; editor of the Boston Globe-,
John Hughes, editor of the Christian Science Monitor;
Robert Esterbrook , publisher of the Lakewood
Connecticut Journal ; and Philip Weld , chairm an of the
Lovejoy selection committee and a journalis t himself.
.,
It marked the first time that all four journ alist :
members of the Lovejoy selection committee were
present at the same time. Also in the audience were
J.S. Bixler, former Colby president; Dexter Eure ,
community editor for the Globe ; antf David Swearingen ,
head of the Associated Press for Northern New •
; ~
England.
There were the usual prerfunction antics.
The ushers, dressed to the hilt, paced around waiting
for the scores of people who never came, -and asking halfjokingly half-seriously the questions ushers always seem
(
to ask: "Do we escort them to their seats " or the
great question no one ever has an answer to: * How
do we find out if they 're supposed to sit in the
reserved section; do we ask everyone their names'?
There was the search for the receptionists
who, yes, did make it oh time to put together a
very good reception. The chocolate chip cookies
were especially good, and , because of less people
than palnned for , were in abundan ce. They did come
in handy for the senior music majors, cramming for
their second listening test who semi-raided the
reception in search of food and a break from a
Mozart Con certc£ Mr. Taylor himself was ' always surrounded by a circle of students, looking very relaxed
and pleased with the more casual converations about
the world oi publishing.
And there was the last minute sweep of the floor ,
mopping away the mud and rain -tracked in from out"
(
side. Not to mention the photographer who stood ih
front of Mr. Taylor while he spoke, blocking the audience s.view. -- .,
The last major change from past years was the
date. This year's convocation , surp risingly, Was
held this year. Usually, because of scheduling
problems, the convocation has been abou t four
to five months late. Maybe it 's better that way— .
having the convocation in mid-March. Whether it '•
was because of the rain or late semester pressures, the :; ;
most notable feature of the 23rd Lovejoy Convocation
was the lack of people . It's sad, because Davis Taylor '"'
proved to be a worthy recipient of what is perhaps
Colby 's most presti gious award. ¦' • '"• ' '

Toy/or Stress es Responsibilities or Newspapers

"We seem to do all right at Fenway Park and
on the hi gh school fields on Saturday afternoons.
We cheer for the Tiants, the Plunketts, and the
Herrons. Wc share in their accomp lishments. And
left alone, our children do not even think of integration
on the football field. Yet we have trouble putting
a white youngster next to a black child in too many schools
Mr. Taylor tied together the economic problems
facing many newspapers today with the coverage
that newspapers should be giving to the economy. M ost
recently, pure economic conditions are impacting
all our institutions. And newspapers are no exception
for it has not been government that has for ced so
many newspapers all over the country to discontinue
publication
.".. .And we have not done the hard ,
intelligent, and yes, courageous, economic reporting
that we try to do in investigative reports in other areas.
"New York is classic! And perhaps in our own
backyard in Massachusetts we are not that far behind..
We just plain missed the story. New York floated
moral obligation bonds for which there was no
obligation and no moral. It was a state living off a
"credit card . It was not a balanced econom ic situation. As
New York State Controller Arthur Levitt said m ost
recendy, the banks knew it and, what he didn 't say
but which needs saying, the newspapers SHOULD
HAVE known ab out it.
. ¦"Newpapers by and large have been timid
about economic reporting. It is the same kind
of sensitivity they once displayed for the national
security. Many editors and publishers felt that it
would be wrong to expose the Bay of Pigs plan because
it woujd endanger our. national security. We noW know
bettery We know better; too, about moral obligation bonds
"For better or worse,- newspapers are closelytied to . the. economic well-being of our comunities.
If they fail , we. fail.„And if we are to protect the First
Amendment role of the press, we must play an active
role in the preservation of. that economic health, y .v
"If the;printed.press is to survive as a healthy
¦
part of,our democratic system, it must be given , a
chance to deal .with the economic problems. ''
, , Later in his speech , Mr.i Taylor talked about
"the Three Commandments of the newspaper
profession. . .Accountability , Credibility , and Respectability. "
.The theme .which ran through his speech , .
though , to .which.he kept . returning-was .t.ha.t of ¦the?'' .

fP iW
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relationship between a free people and a free press.
"It is an historical fact that those who wish
to destroy a people's freed om begin at the edges of a free
¦ '/ . ' ¦ '
press.....
"We must always be alert to that threat—of
government action that stifles the freedoms guaranteed
by our constitution. . . .
"Newspapers , in 'the final analysis, arc the A
educational textbooks of an informed citizenry.
"They arc the final line of defense for a thinking
public. If newspapers don 't succeed in informing
*.
the public—particularly those whose readers are on ' • *y
the bottom h alf of the income'scale—then who will?. . .
"Our Democratic system is in trouble and
is crying for help—from its strongest ally—the nation 's
free and concerned press. You have seen the press
respoilid in very recent times in the name of integrity
of governmen-t. You will see it respond again , this
time in the name of economic solvency of s.ll free
institutions. And , without self-sufficiency, there is . .
. .' no freedom."
In many ways , this year 's Lovejoy convocation
differed from those of the past. For one, the convocation
was held in Given auditorium Instead of Runnals,
Because of this, sound systems were set up in two
of the classroom In Bixler so that the anticipated overflow
of people would be able to hear the proceedings;
Unfortunately, that overflow never existed. The
audience was so small in comparison .to the past
two years that-the faculty , which was supposed ,
to Sit on the "stage" was moved at the last minute
to the side set of seats. Even then , the auditorium . • :•
was less than.half full.
One of the growing complaints at Colby lately has
been the lack of faculty attendance at college
functions. It 's ironic that the con vocation ,-one of v
the few functions ,attended by. a large percentage .- •
of faculty, was so. poorly attended by Colby, students. .
Another difference from the past two years.
was the music provided. . Instead of the Band and
Glee Club performing, a . brass quartet with Scott
Kimball and Jerry Chadwick on trumpet.and Jerry Clymer and Steve Gasiorowski on trombone played
the pre-convocati pn incidental music, processional,
and recessional. They played the Prelude, Air, and .
Corante from Vivaldi's Senate da Camera ,'Campre 's
Rigandon , and two of Speer's sonatas^, doing particularl y ~
fine job on the Rigandon¦-..• . : ¦• ',, -- . ^os >y. 'y ;"-y ;:, ^
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Student Arts FesiivM

The Saints Come Marching In. Fro m lef t to right: .Kid Thomas Valentine (trumpet), Alonzo Stewart (drums)
Paul Barnes (clarinet), Emanuel Paul (saxphorie) , Ernanuel Sayles (banjo) , J oseph "Twat " Butler (bass) and ^
Charles Hamilton (piano) '. Missingf r o m the picture is "Showboy " Worthia G. Thomas (trombone) .

Preservation Hall Jazz Band

The flair of the Golden Age of New Orleans
was brought to the Waterville Opera House by.The
Preservation Hall Jazz Band last Monday night. '
A "standing room only" crowd was treated
to such traditional New Orleans tunes as "Basin
Street Blues", "A Closer Walk with Thee '' and of
course, "When the Saints Go Marching In."
Being veterans of the turn of the century
ja zz tradition, it was noticeable that technical
virtuosity could riot match contemporary jazz performers.-However, this was not a hindran ce. The purpose
of the band is to reproduce the authentic sound
of early New 0>rleans--and they certainly achieved
their goal. '.;
The tenor saxophone was'played with the
old-fashioned thin tone and over-exaggerated vibrato
that characterizes early sax styles.The authentic ¦
¦
sound was also supported by the cornet 's use of •¦-'¦
a brass hat mute and the drummer 's huge old wooden
bass drum and wood block.

The pianist executed clever interpretations
of the old stride piano style.Unfortunately a poor
P.A. system made it difficult to hear the piano and
bass in ensemble, and the left hand piano lines, so
important to stride style, could not be easily heard
during solos.
Renditions of songs from other eras incorporated
into the New Orleans style such as "In the Mood",
"St. James Infirmary " and *Frankie & Johnny "
were clever and amusing.Music borrowed from
other jazz eras also included esoteric quotes from the
be-bop era including Charlie Parker's "salt peanuts"
'and Thelonius Monk's "Straight, No Chaser" which were
interjected in a clarinet solo.
The vaudeville-like showmanship of clowning
around and generating audience participation ( topped off the delightful atmosphere and when the
I announcer asked the traditional show-closing
question,- "Is everybody happy?", it was no surprise
that an unanim'ous roar replied , "YES !"

—Jane Sudol
Dear Colbyitcs :, Have you ever wondered what sort
of paintings are exhibited on the third floor of the Jette
Gallery? Is Bach just another four letter word to you? Do
you imagine grubby little grunions playing with ink and type
in Bixler basement? Or does, the vision of a dance troupe
prancing about a stage while clad only in leotard immediate"
ly remind you of fairies?
If so, the 1976 Student Arts Festival is being organized to dispel your misconceptions. SAF is a month of
student and professional performances, workshops , and
mini-lectures involving music, art, dance, poetry , and crafts,
scheduled from February 18 to March 1.4. The entire program is based upon mter-departmental cooperation and
,
student/faculty interaction.
SAF will open with the Student Art Exhibit in Jette
Gallery. The exhibition will include projects by all independent and group Jan Plans dealing with art, as well as
art work done by individual 1 Colby students over the past
year. SAF will present, musical performances by Dana Russian, trumpeter; Harry Duscomb, cello ensemble; Vinnie
Martucci's Trio; Bob Weinstein's American Music Jan Plan ;
A Bicentennial Touring Company; Colby College Trio; A
Cappella Singers; Colbyettes and Colby Eight. A workshop ,
held by the Celebration Mime Company, a performance
by a dance troupe , and a lecture and workshop by a wellknown artist are currently being arranged. SAF comniittees
are planning mini-lectures by Colby professors on such topics as The Sociology of Art and Calligraphy; symposiums
of faculty members on Art in the Environment and The
Status of the Craftsman vs. that of the Artistin Today 's
World ; and workshops in photograp hy, pottery, and batik.
Other highlights will include Student poetry readings, a
Crafts Fair for professional artists in Roberts Union , and a
Student/Faculty Variety Night. The activities listed here
arc only tentative; the program will be expanded and the list
of participants finalized in the coming months. .
February 18 to March 14 is intended to be a month
for Colby students to exhibit their talent, and SAF will
support your efforts financially. If you are interested in
performing or exhibiting your work, or if you would like
to contribute your time and effort in organizing the Student Arts Festival, contact Julie Cassidy in 308 Sturtevant,
ext. 338. A logo contest has already-been announced: designs symbolizing SAF must be limited to two colors on an
8x11 inch sheet and submitted to 308 Sturtevant or the
Bixler desk by December 1. The creator of the winning motif will receive $10.00 and campus-wide renown. .
P.S. Just to keep the record straight , the Jette Gallery
Bixhas but two floors, and the print shop is tucked
¦. under
.. . . . . ,
.
ler's roof — on the third floor.
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Leo Kottke D azzles
Weekend Crowd
—Ed Harvey
Thanks to the beneficence of the Bates light
ing crew, I found myself sitting between the first two
pews about ten feet fro m Leo Kottke for the seven
o'clock concert on Friday night. Unfortunately, I also found myself sitting next to Kent Wommack , and
when he smiled and said, "Hey , you wanna review
this for the ECHO next week?" all I could say was
"Well. .. ", which is why you are getting this highly
impressioned , slimly fact-filled , and slightly fogged
recollection of the show.
I can 't remember the nam es of the two fellows who performed before Leo Kottke , but I can
remember that they would have had a h ard time
making it in the Coffeehouse on Colby Talent Nightr
They p layed alot of folksy-country songs, combining the leader's monotonous strumming with a slightly more interesting voice and his partner 's third year
guitar licks. When they left the stage, I could only agree with the whisper next to me that hissed, "Don 't
clap ! Even if you clap a little they mi ght come back
for an encore!" I quickly put my hands in my poc•
kets.
.
Alexander and Mark Piskanov line up before their virtuoso concert on violin and pian o. (photo by Nick Levintow)
Kottke m ade up for it. Not only a virtuoso
on the twelve-string, he made his comical prowess
evident from the beginning with a brief encounter
with a stool. After ab out a half minute of attempting
conquest he turned around , smiled and drawled , "I'm
a professional act, I'll be with you in a minute," played
With the stool for a .few more seconds , turned around 'and
smiled again , said , "J know there 's a place for ray ass
—Wend y Swallow
here somewhere, I just can 't find where it is," finally
and gave Mark Piskanov many expressive moments to dis- \.J
throned himself , looked up, smiled one more time,
• Sponsore d by Cultural.Life, the Brothers Piskanov
play his lyric handling of. the p iano. The first half finished
and introduced himself , "Hi! I'm Tammy Winette!"
returned last Wednesday night to give a chamber recital of
with a fireworks piece by Prokofiev , Sonata no. 3 for Piano, {
Before the laughter had died down , Kottke had launviolin and piano-musi c in Given auditorium at 8:00. Mark
in which M ark Piskanov exhibited a highly impressive virched into a medley of fast , picking tunes from his
and Alexander Piskanov are classical musicians who immiearly.albums that set the tempo for . the ni ght. This
tuoso style but the piece, for all its percussive and chrograted to the United States three years ago from Odessa,
was the second time- 1'd seen Kottke, and the most
matic interest, seemed to lack an inner depth.
USSR , to study at the Juilliard Sch ool in New York . This
amazirtg aspect of his playing both times has been .
was their third concert at Colby and it was interesting to
Despite the problems that Alexander Piskanov was
his ability to make his guitar sound completely unsec how far they have come since 1973.
still having controlling his vibrato and sweetening his. tone,
like a guitar . His use of the slide and the fastest pickThe concert was pervaded by an informal atmosphere; the highlight of the evening was the Sonata for Violin and ,
I've
prothere
even
being rumors that the Piskanovs were in playing
ever
seen
cause
the
wall
of
sound
he
ing
Piano by Cesar Franck that comprised the second half of -t.he_
jazz ten minutes before the program started. Without ushers program. The brothers united in a lyric understanding of
duces to seem more like the emissions of a moog or
or programs, a reasonable crowd of students filled Given and
some .electronic instrument other than a gu itar. -His
the ebb and flow of this unabashedly romantic piece, lt
music is different sounding than any other guitar- y ;
the Piskanovs began with-a Beethoven Sonata for; Violin and
in
was long and complex, and both instruments were equally
'
art
ist's because he plays faster,-picks elearte&andVuses Piano in p major..' The piano^p
ti?is lilting sonata,was
responsible for the wonderful sense of growth that involved
'
more simultaneous liries tHn any guijtansreyerfias.
difficult and carried the piece, fortunately because Alexanthe audience and performers. The Piskanovs are not yet ofThroughout the^cvening,kottkesly ly com- ^
der
Piskanov
had
a
little
trouble
getting
started
and
played
ficially on the concert circuit, yet their style and enjoyment
his
totally
bined his unbelievable playing ability with
the
violin
part
passingly
well.
This
was
followed
by
only
,
;
of
chicken-beating
Wednesday
ni ght rendered the concert, for all its informal!- ¦'',- -'
uncanny sense of humor jokes
a lovely Grieg Piano and Violin Sonata , in F major, which
and other distant recollections from his childhood ,
ty, a serious musical event of the season;
was m ore evenly balanced between the two instruments
all slanted with his peculiar, seemingly drunken tone
of voice. Here is another amazing aspect of Kottke 's
perform ance; if he is really drunk, h ow the-hell can
he play with the speed and clarity that he does? If
he's straight, he puts on the most.convincing d runken
air I've ever seen in a performer.
Kottke played mostly older songs during
the concert, in cluding alot of fast tunes from the live
"My Feet are Smiling " album. Vocally he was .excellent* especi ally his renditions of "Pamela Brown "
Powder and Wig will present Harold Pin ter's Landand "Tiny Island". He performed two songs from
scape and Monologue November 21 and 22 at 8:30 p.m.
his new aj bum , "Chewing Pine"-, including an excelThi s Saturd ay nig h t the Coffeehouse will be presenin Rose Chapel. Doors will open at 8:15. There will be
lent solo adaptation of "Power Failure", an old
ting
some
old friends - Peter Chavez and band. As many
no advance ticket sales.
Procol Harum song. The only disappointing parts
will remember the Chavez quarte t, featuring Peter on tenor
Pinter, one of Britain 's leading con temporary p layof the concert were Kottke|s failure to play "Louise "
sax and J ames Williams on keyboards , plays a uni que comwrights, has marked t he world s t age wi th prof ound impact! $
(I hear he played it for theiate show - lucky basbination of Latin , funk , and traditional j azz that does not
in less than, a decade. Landscape , origin ally written for ra- ,
tards) and the fact that the concert was fairly short,
far into space or come too close to rock. Chavez 's
drift
too
'
.
dio , was first staged in 1969 at the Aldwich Theatre , LonStill, f or a nigh t of t w o performanc es , a lot of raptenor playing ranges from the sweet flowing lines of Coldon. Monologue was produced by the BBC in 1973, and
p ing, and a lot of picking , Leo Kottke is a fantastic
trane to the soulful wailing of Gato Barbien.
will premiere f&r the first time in North America this weekartist.
Chavez is backed by two students from the Berkelee
end , at Colby.
School of Music , Williams an d bassist John Lockwood , both
Ruth Bran caccio in the role of Beth; and Professor
of whom provided, a strong Latin backgroun d for Chavez
Pat Branca ccio as Duff , will'lead the two p lay series wi t h
the last time the band was here.
Landscape. Peter Knowlton will perform Monologue.
This is only a brief , and need I say inadequa te , desThese pro d uc t ions , directed by Knowlton , merit an
FOOD-BEER-PIZZA
cription of the band. To appreciate them you must come
's at tention, There is limited seating.' Tickets will
ev
e
ning
Wed. & Fr kSpeni an evening you
up to the Coffeehouse this Saturday nigh t at 8.- 3 0 and exsell
for
$.50 on a first come basis at 8:15, prior to each
may never understand with "MAX" •
perien ce the intimacy,and hi gh energy of the Peter Chavez
'
evening
s perform ance.
¦ '
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Piskanov Brothers Re t urn to Colby

Cqffeehouse

Pinter Plays Presented

Peter Chavez Sat Ni g ht
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Houston speaks on
"New

Ways of Being "

The Student Association will welcome Dr. Jean Houston
to Colby for a series of semin ars, workshops and discussions
December 1—3. Included will be an 8:00 lecture on Monday Dec. 1 in Given auditorium on "New Ways of Being"
which will focus on the need for an extended view of human
nature and the means for implementing it.
Dr. Houston is co-author with her husband , Robert
Master , of "The Varieties of Psychedelic Experience " and
"Mind Games: The Guide of Inner Space " as well as numerou s articles. She has served on the faculties of psychology,
religion and p hilosophy at Columbia University, The New
School for Social Research and other institutions, and
*
[s currently Director of the Foundation for Mind Research.
A p ioneer in the area of .mind research , Dr. Houston 's
work has focused on techniques whereby each individual
can realize remarkable and p rcviously unsu spected capacities. Drawing upon such diverse sources as primitive religion , studies of mind-altering drugs, EEG data , mythology,
and non-drug techniques for inducing altered states of consciousness ,Dr. Houston 's studies give rise to the hope that
a new defini tion of man may be emerg in g, bringing with it
the possibility of a new Renaissance.

Janet Henry and Urban Art
—Jenny Frutch y
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On Friday November-21, at 7:30 p.m., the
A Capella Singers directed by .Carolyn Carpenter
with Barbara Bowers, Carrie Cooper, Dave Eells,
Tod Heisler, Jenny Holan , Jody Hotchkiss, Diane
Lockwood, Sue Oram, Geoff Parker , Melinda Walker,
and Bob Weinstcin will sing their way into your hearts
and minds. Don 't miss this dazzling display by the
dynamic dozen. The concert is at the chapel and
is free.
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The man who knew
what Mahogany was
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and still loved her.
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Mahogany

photographer who
f , created the most
beautiful model
in the world—
and then tried
&,& . to destroy her.

Disp lay at Wtvl. High
—Jenny Frutch y
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A small but very unique sculpture disp lay by
thing—and now
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several Colby students is now showing at Waterville
y^gf^ ' ,'
s>ti (k he wanted to
High School. Different media and shapes are emp loyed
' mmm own Mahogany.
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to express various ideas with the sculptural mod e.
The exploration of the possibilities of materials and
forms lend some interesting visual subjects.
. Paul Casto has shown a scries entitled "Pentad One" and "Pentad Two". The former involves the
fluid movement of a small convex carved cedar shape
over the space of five small boxes , each vary ing in
size. Directional thrusts enliven this work , giving much
dynamism. In "Pentad Two", five cedar shapes have
been carved in a uniform shape and have been p laced
on boxes also of uniform size and shape. What makes
this series interesting is the adjustment of one contour
form within each cedar shape. This lends an intriguing variety to his work. Another work, entitled
"Embrace" is one smooth evolving sh ape, so simple
McTisa MclUAnthOriV
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in volume and flow, that one easily grasps the idea of
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an embrace with minimal representation.
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Other students represented in the show are
P Glp aumBamsmmt>£&
J -.iq . 0.30
Connie Crosby, Mike Halsey, Sue Davidson , Sharon
\
10m wctm iut not it wi twr 10* nuutmcm l
MacArthur and Liz Molberg. Unfortunately, only
one or two works b y each student arc shown. Connie Crosby has sculp ted an interesting p iece made of
pine-which is tOtemMike in appearance. Mike Halsey's "Urban Trees" which is' made of cast resin on
mahogony is. a p layful and thoughtfu l work. The treelike forms of resin arc easily recognizable. The effect
is simple and the trees readily become urban in their
grayish city color and translucent effect. Sue Davidson used mahogony and oak in one of her reliefs of
three figures, one backside and two profile. Liz Molberg employs soapstone and p ine to show the various ways a single globe of soapstone can be represented
on different levels of conical pine bases.
¦
¦¦w—¦¦¦ —!
.—:
_,
HIS CIA CODE NAME IS CONDOR.
It may be hard to envision these pieces, but
IN THE NEXT SEVENTY-TWO HOURS ALMOST EVERYONE
some interesting techniques .have been taken advanHE TRUSTS WHLTRV TO KILL HI M.
tage of to show a few inte resting concepts. Wh y not
t
saunter down to Waterville High and enjoy the creaROBERT BEDFORD WmmM%mMi:\.
/'
FAYE DUNAWAY . MBH PMrA
tivity of a few of Colby 's liard-working sculpture students!

This past Monday the Black Studies Lecture Series
brought Janet Henry, an artist from Queens, New York to
]olby. Ms. Henry, who is a black artist in an all black community, has studied art sin ce the age of four and has received formal training at the Fashion Institu te in New York
City, through a Rockefeller Training Program in 1974-75,
and through a fellowshi p to study at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The importance of her lecture was to emphasize the significance of the artist in a community to
communicate, to inspire, and to activate the energies of
children and adults toward fruitful and fun projects.
Ms. Henry organized a group of artists, known as
JAM , who paint murals in Jamaica, New York , to fulfill the
needs of . those who Jived in the area. The area, as she saw
it, was an area proceeding through the stages of redevelopment , with some areas torn down , some rejuvenated. There
were many sore spots , and to m ake the area a pleasant
Mace to live , mural painting seemed to be the most viable
form of enlivening a mundane community. Through mu- .
ral painting she hoped also to share her artistic knowledge
with others.
Her first large scale project involved a mural she designed , which was eventually named "Brotherhood and Cooperation. " Adults and some thirty children from the nei gh
borhood joined in painting the large wall, form erly an ugly
eye-sore . While doing this , Ms. H enry pointed out that
.nany of the participants of the project did rot know what
1mural was and thought only of graffitti when told of the
idea of painting on a wall. Through this project , others evolved. Youths made use of leftovers to paint their faces
1
CLIFF ROBERTSON
and to paint sidewalks, and abandoned alleys were all given
M>yiL 1
MAX
VON
SYDOW
color-excitement through community participation.
^
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Other mural projects started by Ms. Henry include a
mural designed by the boys in Jamaica entitled "Jamaica
(• he Way It Was Is and Will Be." The girls of the community have likewise designed their mural , entitled "The World
is a Puzzle Wit h a Piece Missing", symbolizing Africa , the
races , and the puzzles of the world.
Upper Main Strcct-872-8S5tt
The artist also showed several slides of her.own works
if ooi:
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of art , including a few colorfu l nudes and several broaches
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m ade of windowpane shells and painted with polyuraT DG E
th anc and poster color. All her works were endowed with
Jl MO NSTE R
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a liveliness of fashion and color.
t
that
to
serve
and
stimulate
the
anet
Henry
though
J
needs of others was m ore important than either her work
or the work of any artist. To bring and produce creativity ¦ ¦ ¦
•¦ a
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in an area where art , per se, does not exist, is an accomplishmen t and a pleasure for the artist and the participant.
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Perform ing

Dance

Trou pe to be Form ed
—Jenny Frutchy
Behold ! Next semster at Colby there will be
an opportunity for any dancer or anyone interested
in modern 'dance arColby to participate in a "unifying performing group", under the auspices of Tina
Mitclicll. There is a need for dance at Colby, n ot only to provide the more serious dance students a chance
to work and discipline themselves to a greater and
more meaningful extent, but also a chance to perform at places other than Colby in the community
and perhaps throughout the state of Maine.
There are several purposes for forming such
a group at Colby. For dance to continue with meaning and purpose it must stimulate creativity, imagination and disci p line in this perform ing art. To this
end , more intense time and study is required. Plans
call for the elimination of the Dance Club, which
now meets only once a week, and for the incorporation of the phys. ed. modem dance class into the
alloted time for the dance gro up. The groups will meet
seven days a week with two of the days scheduled for the
regular phys-ed class. After the class a regu lar rehearsal
will ensue. Thus , there will be an opportunity for discip lined training and a time for rehearsal for future performances or demonstrations of dance.
There are many advantages in a dance program of
this nature. Firstly, the serious dancer or performer will
be subject to a rigorous routine. Secondly, any students
of modern dance within the physical education program
may be incorporated jnto the group through their own interest. Thirdly , the group will meet from 4:30 to 6:30
everyday, thus eliminating the night classes now held.
Fourthly, the outgrowth of a performing troupe may prove
to be quite successful at Colby. Formulations of a specific
performance and lecture demonstrations for public interest
will be made. Many area schools have already expressed interest in modem dance and in seeing the Colby dancers perform. The dance composition class is now working on the
completion of several dances to be presented as a workshop
in December. Surely, this could provide the impetus for
an evolving dance performance .
The whole idea of this.program is experimental,
but there is great potential for a real dance group to create
and perform at Colby and around M aine. Modern dance
is an other creative art form jffid should be taken in more
seriousness than it has been m earlier years at Colby. Many
good productions have been given here, many other groups
have performed here, but , as yet, no form al program has
been initiated to give a severe underlying structure to dance
at Colby. Now there is a chance to become involved in
dramatic art form. The process of expressing and communicating ideas in the form of dance is a vital need here at
Colby. Art, music, and drama have made much headway,
but mow, letYhave the dancers h ave the show!

(photo by Gustafson and Horn)

Abbot M eader - Dialogue of Art
—Geoff Rogers
Abbot Meader , one of the many Maine "ex-patriots"
artists, craftspeople, homesteaders — is one of the creators
of the "post-industrial age society " (to use one of John
Cole's expressions). He lives out in Oakland , in an old farm
house, and used to teach art here at Colby. At this point
he has abandoned teaching as a full-time profession and is
developing his personal interests in the arts .
The barn is his workshop, and there he has a kiln for
firing his pots. All over his house and,yard are faces devilish , wise, clownish — staring down: fro m the walls and
the corners. Wc drove out on a gray fall afternoon to interview Abbot on his art.
Besides selling his pottery , there have been m any exhibits of his painting in the Jette Art Museum. Through
the years he has given several showings of his films here.
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If you h ave seen any of his films you may h ave been struck
favorably or unfavorably by the poignancy of the fleeting
images. They are not "easy " for an inexp erienced filmgoer. One is not necessarily supposed to "understand"
them but to "feel"- or experience them , to become involved in the medium , as it happens.
We talked alot about linearity. Most of us today sec
time as a linear progression , of moment to m oment, of
year to year , etc. to etc. We tend to view our human experience, not so much as "experience", as expansion , as
creation , but rather as points on a continuium. In a sense,
film is linear ; it is a progression , through time , of a series
of images. Most popular film is based upon this sort of
linearity — the action or plot proceeds from point A to
.
point B, etc; the m urder is committed and the characters,
piece by piece, give them selves away until Kojak has it
figured out.
It is difficult to do , but Abbot has tried to get away
from this linearity in film. In a painting, all is laid out there
before you — all at the same time. Abbot is try ing to present a "moving painting. " His film falls outside of any spatial-temporal continuum. The series of images tries to lift
one fro m a "normal''', four-dimensional orientation into
a more experiential or creative orientation. Abbot tries
to put together scenes or flashes , each of which creates a
certain "asthete" in him. I' m not sure whether Abbot would
use this word , but I would call it "transcendent." This scries of experiences "gets him off" ; as an artist he tries to
recreate , to express this m ovement , this energy, into a form
th at will push or lead another person into a similar awareness. He said that he would like, at times, to attach the beginning of the film to the end , making a loop. The end is
'
nearest to the beginning — he leaves the viewer off where
he picked the viewer up.
In making a "pi ece of art ", Abbot feels that it is important for there to be a "dialogue " b et ween him self and
his work. He does not sit down with a worked out plan
and map it out through some medium. Me starts with a
feeling, a general idea , and as the work pr ogresses, it , in a
sense, creates itself . It may turn out completel y different
fro m the idea or feeling from which i t began. In this.orientation , Abbot is himself the medium. As lie said , when a
person watches one of his films, he does not want to be
t h ough t of so mu ch as t he "filmmaker " bu t a s t he medium
throug lrwhich t h e happ e ning of t h e view er an d t h e viewing
can actualize.
This id ea is not confined to the realm of the "artistobject of art ." I t can carry over into any pursuit. In modern physics , wc are finding out that to better unders tand
i
t he workings of physical phen omena we mus t m ove a way
from "scien tist-nature " to "scien tist-scientist in nature. "
There is a real in terplay between the workings of the "outside " and t he workings o f t he "insid e". To bette r underst and na t ure , we must take into consideration this "dialogue. *' (Excuse me, physicists, for this very unrigorous
treatment
of the uncertainty principle) .
¦'
I t was a very interesting afternoon. Next semester
Abbot will be showing some of his films at school and giving a talk. I hope you will watch for announcements stat ing t he t ime and da t e, and will all come. There doesn 't
seem to be very much student interest in experimental
film on campus - I hope you will come and learn something about this Important medium .

Physical Educ ation Committee Repor t
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the intercollegiate level or a physical education
course.
The main topic of the Faculty-Student PhysiAthletic Director Dick McGee , in keeping with
cal Education Committee meeting last Friday was
a promise he made in an interview earlier this year,
a request by the cheerleaders for .physical education
credit. Other business items discussed were the
has helped set up a committee to study the program
swim test, student suggestions and ice time.
for women's athletics here at Colby. The committee
To obtain information about free ice time at
is.composcd of women-athletes from every varsity
Alfond Ice Arena you can call Buildings and Grounds
sport offered during the year. It.s purpose is to deterat x201. Ice time is posted weekly at various points
mine whether or not the needs of women athletes ,
on the campus.
varsity or intermural, arc being met by the present
The cheerleaders request for a waiver of physiprograms. The committee has met with McGee
cal education credit was submitted by head cheertwice already this year and last week conducted a
survey of all women. The survey, which is in accordance
leader , Janet Oken. A waiver entitles a student to
with Title IX requirem ents, was designed to point
p hys. ed. credit by other means than a conventionall y
out what interests women have, what improvements
taught physical education course, and is usuall y
one of two types. Either the waiver is granted for proin the programs could be made, and where greater
ficiency in a leisure time sport or for participation
emphasis should be given.
in Varsity Sports. It was decided that a waiver would
The survey was distribute d to over 600 women but
only 239 answered and returned them. If this is
be granted to the cheerleaders on the grounds that:
a representative sample, then women at Colby seem
they did have a faculty sponsor, they attended a
to be satisfied with the present varsity athletic programs.
weekend clinic, their acticity had carryover value
However, the majority would like to see a greater
in leisure time sports, and attendance was required at
emphasis on intermural sports for women. At this
regularly scheduled practice sessions. The credit
• time, there are no separate women 's leagues in any
granted was for one semester.
IFL sport. From the questi onnaire , it was determ ined
A student in a regularly scheduled physical
that the major interest lies with volleyball. The committee
education class, who has missed one or two classes over
and Coach McGee hasve already started to form a women's
his lim it due to uncontrollable circumstances, may
appeal for credit. All.. appeals for credit from the first
'volley ball league which they hope to begin in January . •
season which has just ended are to be submitted
The second- greatest area of interest was softball. So, when spring rolls around. The committee
to the Coordinator of Physical Education , Mrs . Either.
The faculty-student physical education committee will be hopes to form a womens ' softball league as well.
The committee's next meeting is in January,
meeting again on Friday , December 5th to discuss
appeals fro m the first season as well as students' interests
so if you have any suggestions or comments, contact
concerning fu ture sports. The topics will also include
any of the committee members before then. The
members are : Lydia McAnerney , Val Jones , Janet
the possible deletion of sports that have little or
McManama , Maidli Pcrri , Alex Lande , Helen Richmond ,
no support. So express your views, gripes, or suggestions
to one of your student representatives, whether it be on
and Leslie Reap.
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Monday -

Fancy Fleisinnan's
Fabulous Fish Fantasy
Western
Omelette
.
Tuesday Fcltuceine Alfre do
Steak Sandwich
Wednesday - Soup & Sandwi ch
Roast Stuffed Breas t
.
of Chicke n
m,
.
Thursda y - Grilled Cheene , Bacon
and Tomato Sandwich
Sauer braten
Frida y
Beef Tips on Rice
Shrimp Creole
Saturday —
Steak Sandwich
Soup & Sandwich

i
1.25
1,40
1.40
I.75
1.40

I
!
I
1
!
j

1.90
1.45
1.90
1.85
1,90 j
1.75 f
1.40 j

i THE 5 CENT BEER IS BACK.'- SUN. th ru
f
; WED. 4 ~8pm . ONE 5 CENT DRAFT WITH
. j
j EVERY MEAL I
I
\

continued fro m page six

at Work' class one of the things I emphasize from the
first day is that being 'just a housewife' is a very
big job ." Perh aps if society could be made to understand this fact .-work loads could be divided evenl y.
According to her.; "the ideal situation would'be if- '
each parent could work three quarters of the time
on a career and devote the nest of their time to a famil y
and the home ." Dr. Gherman . is m arried to a man who has just
completed his internship as a doctor and is now
looking for a residency in New York . Their problem
of having to commute to see each other on the
weekends is being encountered by an ever growing number of coup les. "Finding two jobs in the same geographical area at the professional level is sometimes
very difficult to do ," she observes. In any case,
Dr. Gherman is an enthusiastic , hard working teacher ,
and Colb y is lucky to count her as a faculty member.

Box: 90. Syracuse ,N.-Y. 13201 "

Name

Gherman

Friday Afternoon Club
Free Chi ps & Dip

'
]|
|

_ continued fro m pag e one .. .

the administration through the student organizations with
which I have been involved. My work with WMHB and the
Yachting Council , along with Stu-A , has necessitated that
1 work with both faculty and administration.
The Executive Committee is the vehicle through which
the Student Association (all the students in the college)
should work to get change. Let 's get together: don 't just
talk about how bad things are — work wi th Stu-A to make
them better. We really have a chance to help each other
out,

Student Bicentennial
Grants Awarded
—Bob Weinstein

The first set of grants have been awarded by
the Student ' Bicentennial Grants committee. The
proposals accepted were for funding for Jan Plans ,
2nd semester Independent Studies , and independent
projects . The awards arc as follows : Dan Hocfle , Steve
Culver , and Ron Graham , $75.00 for Jan Plan studying
the relationshi p of Bicentennial celebrations and historic
involvement; Karen Bloug h , $75.00 for Independent in
American Art Songs ; Bob Weinstein , $60.00 for
Independent in American Folk Music; Julio Sanchez ,
$75.00 for independent project studying the role of
Spanish people in the American Revolution; Jeff
McKenn and John Laconte , $75.00 for Jan Plan in
traditional Anglo-American dance music ; Shelby Moravec,
$75.00 for Senior Scholars project study ing Public
Art; and Claudia Schneider , $75.00 for independent
projects revu e of American music and readings.
The committee is still accepting proposals and
will continue to do so as long as grant money remains.
If you need funding for a project related to the
Bicentennial ($75.00 and under ), submit a proposal to
"Student Bicentennial Grants ," Eustis , or to Earl
Smith , Eustis 303B , ext. 281. The proposals should
include a descri ption of your project and an estimated
bud get. The next deadline for proposals is the last
day of 1st semester classes.
For further information , contact Earl Smith ;
Connie Crosby, 318B Averill .ext. 535; Bob Weinstein ,
203 Robins , ext. 544; or Nansi Bengis , 57 Silver St.,
873-5037. Let 's hear from you.

Bate s Summer Theate r
G radua te P r ogra m

i*

Work with a company of professional actors directed
b y David Sumn er , former member of tlie Iloyal

Shakespeare Company, England.
Open to persons holding Bachelors Degrees awl to
higlily—-qualified undergraduates.
Inquiries to Professor James Hepburn , Bat es Summer
Thea ter , Botes College, L ewist on , Maine 04240.

Student Center Wish List
On the request of the President and the Board
of Trustees of Colby College, a student/faculty /administration committee is considering ways of renovating
Roberts Union to serve as a cam pus center. The committee
has tried to discover the most important campus needs,
and has compiled a "wish list" of facilities and services which they feel should be included in the proposed
campus center. The "wish list" is brought to you for
your consideration and suggestions (such as additions
to the list, deletions from the list, and differences
in the priority ratings.)
There will be sheets available at mailrooms
on Friday, November 21st in the vicinity of the polling
areas for your comments. Also, comments can be sent to
the members of the Renovation Commute.
The "Wish List" for the Campus Center is:
DEssential:
din ing room^banquet area
bookstore
mailcenter
information center (including answering service,
ticket sales, lost and found)
student activities office (including office of Director
. of Student Activities)
multipurpose rooms (for dances , large meetings)
lounge space (of varying sizes)
pub/snack bar/coffeehouse
in formal recreation room (pool , pirtgpong)

Rea ding, Rili ng, Rithm atic

pottery workshop
weaving studio
photograp hy studio and darkrooms
silver smithing shop
space for other crafts—maintenance shop
student organization space (with some commonly
shared space)
conference/m eeting rooms
vendin g machine area
lockers for committees
storage space
bathrooms
2) Desireable:
radio station
newspaper
yearbook
literary magazine
3) Other:
coatroom
browsing library/lounge
student kitchen
guest room(s)
branch bank office
art exhibit area
soundproof rooms for listening/practicing/typing
telephones sewing m achines
bike racks

Yes sir. Here we are again at the closing of
another semester and it is time to demonstrate just j
exactly how much all of us have learned. Our big
chance to express all that wonderful knowledge
which will undoubtedly be with us throughout our i
lives begins on Saturday, December 13 and follows !
the schedule below:.
Day

Date

Time

Saturday

13th

Monday

15th -

Tuesday

16th

9=00
12:30
3-.30
9:00
12:30
3:30
9:00
12:30
3:30
9 -.00
12:30
3:30
9--00
12:30
3:30
9:00
12:30
3:30
9:00 Make-up

Wednesday 17th
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

18th

19th
20th

Fa bulousSaving s on
Holiday Gift Books!
'!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
JUST A FEW OF THE MANY TITLES IN STOCK!I!! !

1 33873. Be a u t i f u l Cooking: THE F0OB SEASONS COOKBOOK . r y '
Ch a r l o t t e Adams. Special C o n s u l t a n t , Ja mes Beard. 101
•; x t r a o r d i n a r y F u l l Color photos. Gourmet delicacies rrom ono of
t h e w o r l d ' s g r o a t r e s t a u r a n t s : The Four Seasons ' r eci pes for
S addle of Veal Orloff , Cassoulet de Toulouse , A vocado Shrinp
Loois, Zabaglione with A a a r e t t i , e t c . , a r r a n g e d in seasonal g roups
o n colored paper in a cookbook t h a t is itself a worK of art.
u 1/2 x 12.

O rii) , Pub. at j >5 ij .')0

Ne w , conplete ed. Only S7.98

F IHEA HTS
151057. COLE. Ed. h y E) , K i m b a l l . Oi oj ra phical Essay by h randa n
B i l l, over 300 Photos a ml U l u s . S t y l i s h , saucy a n d b e g u i l i n g
p h o t c - b i o g r a p h y ex nrondway ' s gre-at-est l y r i c i s t, composer. This
b ig, b e a u t i f u l vol. is loaded w i t h photos and memories . f rom. Coli>
and Linda Porto t *s p ersonal albums vhico are published hers f o r .
t h e f i r s t t i n e an are many of the ovsc 200 complete lyrics to
those g r e a t P o r t e r h i t s . Incl. - Herm an , Bankhead , A staire,
Hayworth , u a n y icrc. 'J 1/4 x 12.
Pob. at $25. 00
Only 512.9B
1667*»7. ALFRED STIEGLITZ: An Aierican Seer. Hy D. Norman. 170
Ph otos. E x g u i s i t e , b e a u t i f u l l y illus. p o r t r a i t of t h e l i fo , worri s
and worKs of S t i o g l i t z, One of tho lost f o r c e f u l f i g u r e s in t h s
moriorn a r t movement in anerica ,. S t i b g l . i tz i n t r o d u c e d many ot tho
l e a d i n g a r t i s t s in that , movement to A m e r i c a unci _ also created a
r e v o l u t i o n hy i n t r o d u c i n g p h o t o g r a p h y as an a r t ' f o r m . Many of tlio
fi.ni* r tniroriiicticns of liis work are t>ubiish« ri iiure tor tho t.hrs
f i r s t time. U n c i . Picasso , Steichen, Matisse , Da da , Brancusi ,
Drague , Hartely , mora. 9 1/1 x 12.
only $9.98
Pub. at *35. no
.
026821. HXti D PLCWEUS OP JHEH ICA. Ed hy H. H. Pickett. «l)U Plovers
in F u l l color, from P a i n t i n g s by Nary Vaux Walcott, with
a d d i t i o n a l p a i n t i n g s hy Dor othy ralcon P i a t t . U0O wild flower s of
W o r t h America , shown actual siz* in b e a u t i f u l truo~to- lit« coloi ,
w i t n d e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n s ind riill i n f o r m a t i o n as to f a m i l y ,
g e ogr a p h i c a l r a n g e , e n v i r o n m e n t in wh ich f o u n d , etc. Encyclopedic
wo rk, based on a u t h o r i t i t i v n p u b l i c a t i o n of tho S m i t h s o n i a n
Institution.
Now , complete od; Only $7.98
nr itJ . P ub. it f. 15.00
1678 1 6. TUB BRITAN NIC * EWCYCI OPEDIA OP AMERICAN ART. Ovur H0 <j
l l l'i r . , .350 i n F u l l Coior. The most a u t h o r i t at i v e nnd
comorchensivir work «ver jmhlifihod on Am erican a r t . A r r a n g e d
alph a b et i c a l l y , i t ig ¦! t r e a s u r y of i nf o , and u tiandsono
t e s t i m o n i a l t o iroro thnn thrse c o n t u r i e a ot cten fcl vu America . (Ivor
1100 e n t r in u ind 650 pmj«s cover e v e r y t h i n g , Incl. a r c h i t e c t u r e ,
ct'Cfi r .icR, h a n d i c i n f t n , p a i n t i n g , silver, land scape a r c h i t e c t u r e ,
i i i r r . i t u r o, g l. <iss, photograph y, p r i n t t a k i n g , morn. H V> x 11 !/"•
only $1U.9u
P«b. fit :'.;> <! .<H

505736. HISTORt OF AV1ATIOS. Ed . by O.K.? ; . Ta ylo r S K. Hunson .
1500 f ull Color U l u s . Over 4 0 experts—wri+ crs, p h o t o g r a p h e r s and
a r t i s t s— w o r k e d as a team to make this vol. t h e most complete -and
b e a u t i f u l av 'iati cn book ever produced . .._s inc'e most a re -pilots , . .^ -i
ai r c r a f t . nesi|tini;rs and technicians^ - accuracy was assured. Records
every a s p e c t f o t f l i g h t from m a n ' s f i r s t m y t h s and a t t e m p t s to moon
w a l k s , t r o m 'ca Vi nci +e Sit P a rn ^ s Wiallis. l i t e r a l l y n o t h i n g was
l e f t out , incl. shows , ai r n a i l , a i r c r a f t c a r r i e r s , multi-enginwd
c r aft , i:lyi ng c l u b s , h eli c opte r s, jets , rockets , a e r i a l w a r f a r e ,
more. *) 1/ 2 x 1 • ¦}; !
' .
D ub. a t . i.30.00
only $15.95
50190 2- HISTORY OF THE HOTOR CAB. Hy .1. flatteuccj .. 7U7 Ulus. . UBb
i n lu l l Color. Ir.c whole stor y of tht> a u t o m o b i l e f r o m the f i r s t
h p s i t a t t e x f n z i t t e n ts wi th ste-a m a n d w i n d - d r i v e n machines righ t
th ro ugh to t h * a t r i .- am-iined s u p cr c a r s ot t o d a y , incl. hi story and
romance or Darracg uind Caimloi , p enz , Ee n t l e y , B u g g a t t i ,
la n c hp s tar , poll s-Poyce , Hispano-Suiaa , De Dion , F ord , Fi a t ,
"it roen , were .
P ub. at 52S .O0
0nly $12.98
S I DE

50a022. THE NHHOTAT BD HALBEH. Eu . by P. Van Dcron Storn. Ulus.
witn maps , p h o t cs , p o r t r a i t s and drawings. The moat pop ular and
i n f l up n t i a i book evrar w r i t t s n in America , published in the
ai.notaton s t y l e , with many pr o v i o u s l y u n p u b l i s h e d passages and
h u n d c e d a ot notfis , b i b l i o g r a p h y , fcio. of Thor ea u , more. 0 1/2 %
P ub . at »=15.00 .
175282.
Papn E
h i s t or y
sizable

M A I N E : A Guide to tha
Photos. Meat complete ,
! a r c h i t e c t ur e ! industr
town , h u r t i n g , ca m ping

P u t " nc *7-«

0nly j ^^gB

Vacation State . Ed. by P.. Bearno. &2
up-to-date book on Mai na , in cl.
ies; folklore; descrip tion of every
, f i s h i n g i n t o . : more.
Only $3.98

CHIIiDREN

163365. Kate Gcecnaway: OHDER THE WINDOW. 9J l u l l Color U lus. HH
c h i l dr en ' s p ooms in a handso»P and c h a r m i n g d e l u x e e d i t i o n loaded
w i t h tht> cluHSic , t u l l color n r o u n a w a y illus.
Only SI.69
112090. Beatri * Potter; THE TRIE OF D ENJAMIN BOHNY. U l u a . with
t h e n r i y i n a l Craving / ? , Many in f u l l Color. The lu uad vontu cen of
Pfttwr P a t i o i t and bin cousin l l n n j n m i n Uunuy in Mr. HcG tegoc' n
j a r n o n . Agon 5-11.
Extra Spncial Value Only $1.69

0EAFT8 . A HOBBIES

169819. THE IHBUSSIONISIS. Dy K. (to costs. V>« U l u s . , Mt in Full
'.'ol'j i. i.argn , sp<-ct,icularl y producort vol. e x p l o r i n g what hun
p<'«om«- tlif? mo :it Mdnirc ' l and u n i v or n a l l y ioved aohool of a r t, Thu
wnrrl' fl of a l l Ui^ n r t i a t s are e a n i l y romovablo tor f r a m i n y anrt
i fici . Manet, Renoir , Gauguin, Degna , Cezanne. Cn snntt , Vnn Gogh ,
ot |»p t«. 11 VI x ^(> 1/2, S o t t . h o u n d . J x t r a o r d i n n r y Value only S6.98

138H32., IIOnB ANE CITY r.AHDENEH. By l. Hdy . U l u s . t h r o u g h o u t 10 in
f u ll Color. I t y o u ' r e confilio rl t° on ipflttwon t or to a small
backyarii , nonj is a l l t h e o n s o n t i a l info, neodod. in one
b e a u t i f u l l y i l l u n . vol. , for n t h r i v i n g , b o u n t i f u l g a r d e n of your
own , ir.oi. n i n d o , boxp a , soil f . w d i n g , ci\rt-, pcopuga tlon , mora.
Extr a Value Iiport only S5.98
'"' Vi v 1^ I/') .

169000. DRDBGEL: P aintings , Drawings and Prints, liy C. Hccvn . 10U
111- 118. r f 'i *n F u I I colot. Hu go , o vcr-itzort v o l , t i i l o d w i t h all (it
utu'i iir l 'a ¦j x t a n t w o r k — e a s i l y rp movuHle tor K t n n i n q — c a p t u r i n g Itin
t y , v a r i o t y of
nommflii d of np«sc« , crovdn of h n o t i c a c t i v i 3/«
x \h X/ l .'
iir mgi^ntion Hurt h i n im^a ot horcot - 11

1 16677 , CONPLETE BOOK OP n»HI>ICIlAPT3s A Step-by-Step Ouiflo to
Popular Ilandicrnlts, Ed. b y i , njnhrij i . nvti r H00 Ulua. in
n r i l l i f l r . t F u l l Cclor. Inol. o x p l x o i t pliotod , s c c u r n t r - diagrani a 6
P f U t i ' i n u . FohuluiiR volume (Mcrkfirl w i t h h u n d r e d s ot projoc tn--m«ko
o l c t h n n Cor y o u i o o l f , wnlltst s for Srion'lB , s t u f f e d toys , .ruga,
Gliri K itnfl n . flncocttionn , 1«wuiry, bundrnd a of o th e r tJiinga , simpir.
to i n t t i c a t* ' .
Eitra Value liport only S7.9Q

Extraordinar y Value only 16.90
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167573. GREAT BSCIPES FROH THE NEB ST0BK TIHES. F.d . By R. Sokolo v. •
i.2 Photos 6 U l u s . , 10 in Full Color . Over 400 h i g h l y diverse arid
d e l i cious rp c i p e s rrou the New York Timcn —and all are presented
i n a cl-^ar , sim p le , oas y-to-tollow f o r m a t , incl . Chicken
Cher ubini , ton 's Szechnan Hot Spicy Sbriap, Pineapple Chiffon
Cake, Linguin e with Hhi-te Clan Sauce ,- more.
P uc. at :fi9.S r>
Only S2.98
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Gefisng Your Skis Together
—Barbie McCarty
You can cross country ski practically any where in ,
Maine. All you need is a few inches of good snow, and
even the most meager of winters usually supply us with
that. Commericial trails are maintained at the major ski
resorts in the area, although some of the best skiing can
be found in Waterville's backyard. The wide open spaces
of Oakland, Fairfield, Winslow, Albion and Benton offer miles and miles of possible treks through the fields and
woods. Colby, too, has a few trails that run past the back
of Runnals and the Fieldhouse. Touring is an attractive
winter sport because of its accessibility, its facility, and
best of all, its low expense. After an initial investment
for equipment, you can enjoy a cross country season for
free. ;
For the beginners, equipment can be rented through
the Outing Club or Peter Webber's. Most people know after the first day out if they are going to get into the sport.
The technique is. easy to learn and once you have the feel ,
you may be ready to buy your own equipment.
It is often a good investment, because a whole outfit costs about the same as five or six rentals (from Webber's). Also, it is nice to have your own skis ready when
the mood hits you. A moonlight run is "'always fun , as is
an early m orning jaunt before classes.
There are many kinds of skis suited for the diverse
needs, skill and interest of the skiing population. Touring
skis, racing skis, mountaineering skis and non-waxed skis
are a few of the more popular varieties. For the average
recreational skier; a light touring ski will serve for track
skiing, basic bushwacking or easy racing. Most m anufacturers offer light touring skis for reasonable prices.
There is some pre-season preparation you can do now
in order td be ready for the coming snow. First of all, get
into shape. Concentrate on wind activites because cross
country skiing is an endurance or aerobic activity. Consistent running, swimming, tennis or energetic walking will
increase oxygen carrying capacity and improve stam ina.
Good muscle tone is also an advantage, so get stretching!

Secondly, get your skis out of storage. Look at
them. Are they gouged or cracked? If the bottoms are
wooden, you can shave, them to repair even severe gouges.
Synthetic bottoms can be repaired by the same commercial preparations that ate sold for Alpine skiis.
Check the bindings. Make sure that all screws are
tight because the unbalanced strain can crack the ski.
Loose bindings can be mended with epoxy glue.
Finally, silicone your boots because most models
are not pre-watcrproofed. You may want to polish them
as well. Use ordinary shoe polish to spiff them up.
There is a current debate among touring enthusiasts
as to the necessity of base waxing before applying the running waxes. The purpose of base wax is to keep moisture
out of the ski. (It can freeze and cause the ski to crack in
very cold weather). I think it is a good idea to base wax
your skiis once or twice a season as a preventitive measure.
Base wax is a smelly, biownish goo, usually a tar compound.
The traditional method of application is to burn it in. That
means spreading it on with a brush , arid using a propane torch
to boil it briefly (until bubbles appear). . Then wipe the excess off with a rag. Make sure not to char the bottoms of
the skiis!
There are also some newer types of base waxes which
are neater and quicker. Some are' spray-on and others are
paint-it-on-and-let-it-dry types. In either case , you must let
it set awhile and unfortunately, these base waxes do not
last as long as the burn on kind.
Finally, new skis may not need base wax, if they are
laminated. However, sometime during the season, the varnish will wear off. When this occurs, sandpaper the bottom
completely and then apply base wax.
If you have followed the proceeding directions carefully, you should be all set to apply bending and running
"¦wax when the snow comes. Until then, have patience and
say a few words to the Snow God in hopes of a good winter.

Wel come
Interdisci p linary

Majors

-Pat Hotchkiss
For those students who find the traditional
single, joint or double majors and interdisciplinary majors too restrictive, there is now a new
option at Colby: The independent major.
Because it was recommended by the Educational Policy Committee and approved by the
faculty only last spring, students know very little,
if anything about the independent major.
So far, no one has formally proposed a plan
for an 'independent major, although a couple of
students have discussed it with the Dean of Faculty, Mr. Jensen, who chairs the Independent
Major Board.
The independent major would require the following: (1) A detailed , written proposal prepared
with the support of one adviser who agrees to assume responsibility for the program throughout
its course. Normally there will be at least one ot;
her adviser who will help to shape and direct
the program.
<2) Integrated course work representing from one
quarter to one third of the total credit hours required for graduation.
<3) The written approval of the Independent Major Board...
(4) An annual report from each Independent and
his/her adviser which will include any minor changes
in. the program. Substantial changes or a change
of adviser must be referred to the Board.
. As well as the Dean of Faculty, the Board
consists of six faculty members : Professors
Kodama and Kingdon from the Social Sciences
division; from Humanities, Professors Archibald
and Parpenter; and Professors Easfon and Small
from the Natural Sciences division. The two student members are Bob Weinstein (203 Robins,
x544), and Pat Hotchkiss (205 Dana, x441).
We would all be glad to help anyorte write up
a proposal ; the Board will meet when formal proposals are made.
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Dorm Feature

Johns on- 81 Wom en

From Inside ATO
—Hanna McCrum , Leigh Ann Morse v Melissa Lind
Living in ATO is like a bottle of Jack Daniels and a
mentholated joint. It's got a real mellow flavor. Being
"guinea pigs" in an experiment of coed living hasn't been
hard or traumatic nor have we ended up in an insane asylum; driven out of our minds by rowdy and wild frat men.
In fact,.it's been one hell of a good time. After all, when do
you get characters like Mac D. hurtling himself through
your window? You can't complain. Just living in the house
is a treat in itself. Fifty percent of the house is leisure room
How many dorms have a bar downstairs? The rooms are
the Ritz compared to m ost dorrn rooms. You're not constrained to one rooml You have the run of the house.
There is always" something going on — "a real high spontaneous level of activity exists. From parties to soccer to football to jelly beans to face painting to shots to hockey to ...
The atmosphere is warm friendly , easy going, and definitely psyched. The transition from an all male institution
to a coed one has been smooth for everyone . Ask anyone
here in ATO.
If this experim ent has been so successful , then why
aren't there more rooms available to women in other frats?
Any interest expressed by other frats in the beginning of
the year has died. We 're disappointed in this lack of interest, for coed living is definitely m ore natural and entertaining, whether it be in a frat or dorm. Wc think it's time
to dispel the myth that frats are forbidden male territory •
except for occasional beer fests. Frats are a great place td
live, visit and party in. Why should only the elite members
be granted this privilege?
We realize that there is a problem concerning a rule
about separate bathroom facilities for men and women.
This school rule should be abolished. We resent the fact
that the administration decided where we could go to the
bathroom. We had to sign a contract stating that either
we would live on the first floor of ATO with our own bathroom or we would be found a room elsewhere on- campus.
We signed so this experiment wouldn 't go down the drain.
By the way, we shared bathroom facilities with the brothers during the first week of school while our separate facility wis being rennovated, It caused no problems. No one
fainted ("a woman I oh , no!") from shock or embarrassment when we used the bathroom.
If the rule is abolished , then more women can .live
in frats . Really, why call it coed when the women live in
isolation on the first floor? Women should be up there on
the second and third floors. Why have only weeken d women
on these floors? Unfortunately, at this point in time, it
seems questionable that the rule will be changed this year.
However, there are alternative ways to get women upstairs. The two most feasible solutions are i 1) to reno- 1
vate the existing bath rooms to accomodate both men and
w omen , and still maintain single sex privacy. This would
entail building a partition within the bathroom. Dean Seitzinger and Ansel Grin dall are ready and willing now to 1 look ,
at facilities in frats; The second solution is to have integrated floors with an- all male bathroom on the second floor
and a female one on the third , Either solution can be achievecl via the administration. All that 's needed is a lot of
interest and a little effort oh the part of both frats and women. So fellow campers pour that into your shot
glass and down it, There 's a lot to be said for Jack
Daniels even though we've never m et the man,
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New NeighborsTh ayer Village
—Martin Hubbe
In just a few months Colby will be sharing its'
neighborhood with Thayer Village, an apartment complex of 96 units. Four large brick buildings will flank the
Messalonski Streamjust upstream of Thayer Hospital
and more, or less behind,the .HiHtop School . Construction has progressed rapidly through th e summer.
The first building is scheduled to openjin November.
Prospective tenants can apply to . Mrs. ,Betty Hill, the
rental agent, whose phone number is '8,73-1800.
Thayer Village is owned by Schochet Associates,
aBoston firm,and represents about a 10 percent expansion
in the company's real estate. Federal Builders, also
of Massachusetts, has contracted for the construction.
There is no connection with Thayer Hospital ; the name
Thayer was chosen strictly for local flavor. The village
is F.H.A. insured and is classed "221D4" which means
middle-income rather than low-income housing or homes
for the elderly.
I asked Mrs. Hill abou t the quality of the
apartments and whether students would choose to
live in Thayer Village. She stated that the village will
be of a slightly higher class than the Crcstwood Apartments near Thomas College and that the clientele
will be screened. Apartments will be leased for a year
at a time at a monthly rate starting at $190. Students
may su blet their apartments in the summer. There
is a strict limit on the number of single students who will
be allowed to share a given apartment. At least one faculty
member plans to be a "new neighbor" of Colby.

Johnson Hall, physically, is identical to A verili Hall,
It would therefore be useless and mundan e for this article
to focus on a description of the building itself , the rooms,
the halls, or the bathrooms. This article, rather, will concentrate on the humanistic side pf Johnson-Hall. For this
purpose, I have decided to interview one of the residents t(
avow for an "inside view" of what Johnson Hall is really
like. One young female kindly consented.
Mosey Tatupu is a sophomore at ColbyV Her real
name is Maude but her frien ds call her Mosey. She graciously allowed me to call her Mosey as well She was wen
ing a Colby letter jacket that was three sizes too bi g for hei
and flared blue je ans. I asked her to comment on life in
Johnson Hall: "Johnson 's a pretty swell place.' I don't ki^
all the girls but I know just about everybody on my floor. "
I asked her to comment on the girls that she knew: "Well ,
let's sec. There's Janice, my roommate. I like her pretty
much , except she doesn't like my Linda Rondstadt alburn s
and !can't stand her Jethro Tulls. Other than that we get
along swell. I don 't eat dinner with her , though. I usually
eat with Betty and Harriet who live right next to the bathroom. Janice likes to eat in Dana but we like to eat in Roberts. I like Roberts better 'cause I think the frat guy s are
swell. Well,"'anyways, I like Betty and Harriet. The other
night they came over to our room with some sombrero mi:
that they .had bought at Cottle's. We all got pretty drunk.
It was fun until Joan from across the hall came over to
our room. None of us can stand Joan; I'm sure you know
her; she always wears that sam e outift — you know, the
blue shirt.. . well, anyways, she came over and we all
I
were so bored. No one likes her. She keeps talking about
her boyfriend back in Walpole who she can 't wait to see
during Thanksgiving. I've been hearing that since September .. . God! Let's see, oh yeah, there's Liz — Miss Fashioi
U.S.A. God , I've never seen so many clothes. I don't thin
she has worn the same outfit twice this year, and she washi
her hair twice a day. Can you imagine washing your hair
twice a day? It'll probably all fall out before she's forty .
She's a nice-enough girl to the: guys, but she never sits with
us at meals. Oh, Joan sure does) though. Always follows
us down to lunch and dinner. We were thinking of switching "dining halls but it wouldn't be worth it. Hmmrn, who
else .;. .oh yeah , there's Jill. J like her pretty much excepi
she always goes off on weekends. She's got a boyfriend at
U. Maine, Presque Isle. Well, that's about it for the girls or
my floor. I only know one other girl in the dorm well; tha
Louise. Louise and I play hockey together: She lives up i/
that three room quad on the, third floor, I like to go up
and watch the guys fooling around in D.U. We can see it
perfectly from her window. The thing I can't stand about
that room is Louise's roommate, Boppy. I can't stand her.
She just joined Chi—O and she's wearing those ugly red
sorority hats all over the place. If you ask me I think she's
just hiding her curlers. She's really skinny, too, but all she
can talk about is going on a diet.' Keeps saying that she eat
too much. Frankly, I don 't see how she .can stay alive. On
meal all she ate was a half-dish of lettuce and a glass of water. I've seen rabbits eat more. And she listens to Joh n De
ver-I hate John Denver. Not only that , she's got a poster
of him on the wall. It's so gross. Well, th at's about it for
the girls."
I asked Mosey if there was anyth ing else abou t John
son that she would like to talk about. She responded: "I {
don't think it 's as bad as'every one thinks. The bathrooms
are horrible , but other than that it's pretty swell."
On Johnson ; Bob Anderson said, "I've never been in
there. The place scares me."

